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COLDER weather with
rain or enow tonight
and tomorrow, is the

prediction.
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EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FFEZ
VOL. XXXV.

NO.

THERE'S do doubt but
Las Vegas went
"wet" today.
Were
you out doors?
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SPANIARDS

ILL

iDEC'.'OOD I'INS

FIFTEEN DAYS

j
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CITY EDITION

for the appearance of theguillotlne in
General Gutierrez's brother- TO
Jose Morales, was killed some
time ago in battle against the federals
at Saltillo.
The family "of Morales,
TO
TO
an
Infant daughter and Guincluding
tierrez's sister, were living in Saltillo,
The federal commander arrested the
OUT
relatives of Gutierrez, placed them
aboard a troop train and sent them to
San Luis , P0tOsiF The baby died of
VILLA AND CARRANZA WIL NOT exposure oft the way, and nothing is SENATE COMMITTEE WILL HEAR DEMOCRATIC HOUSE LEADER IS PARIS EXPERIENCES ONE MORE
known of the fate of the other mem
PERMIT THEM TO REMAIN
; DOMESTIC
VICTORIOUS OVER REPRE- THE PUBLIC REGARDING
TRAGEDY CAUS-Ebers of the family, iIN
Mexico.

j

that

4

IN

ANOTHER

BANK LOCATIONS

ROASTED

IS

A. A. JONES

Washington, April 7. Selection of
TO
the 12 federal reserve bank cities &s
assailed and defended again, today in
the house.
Representative Duprq, democrat, of
Louisiana, speaking for New Orleans,
which got 'no bank, denouncing the
locations as unfair.
Republican Leader Maim said a
large percentage of people believed
that the plan had been worked out in DISTINGUISHED LAS VEGAN WILL.
a partisan, way.
ADDRESS WESTERN GOV"Anybody can see," he added, "that
'
SENTATIVE HOBSON
CANAL
BY INFIDELITY
ERNORS' CONFERENCE
the lines of trade were not followed
the
in
designation of the cities.'
Baltimore's protest at having (been WILL
ALABAMA POLICE INSPECTOR IS SHOT
ADMINISTRATION
AGREEABLE WILL REFEOENT
EEFKESENT K3. 1AK
left off the list was voiced by
Linthlcum, democrat.
THE WILSON FORCESk, HOWEVER, IF CHOSEN BY THE PEOPLE AT MAURICE DE LA CROIX MURDERS
Senator Ransdell asked tohave the First assistant secretary
THE ELECTION IN THE COM- HOPE NO ADDITIONAL nr.
BROTHER
OFFICER
THE INTERIOR WILL SPEAK
FOR
Ney Orleans mass meetiilg's resoluI
INS FALL
tions attacking the resere bank locaLAY WlLi nrr.no
STEALING HIS WIFE
FOR HIS CHIEF
tions read in the senate,- but Senator
Hoke- Smith' objected, and, after a
IS
MAY
BE
sharp exchange Senator Ransdell gave HTONALD TO EE PRESENT
DISCRIMINATION COMER F01 COVEHIS SEAT CAILLAUX
up the attempt.

in-la-

BE DRIVE

IlfllON

BE GIVEN

SEMIE

HEARINGS

.

MEXICO

HILLED

THE POINCIPAL

FOR

REVENGE

SPEME8

.

TOLLS!

Fletcher is "Authority" Mexico
City, April 7. All the1 news
ARE MADE
EXCEPTIONS
papers in Mexico City today published
a Washington dispatch relating that
EV Rear Admiral Frank Fletcher
IN EVERY CITY CAPTURED
has ad
vised the state department that the
ERY CASTILIAN WILL BE
news circulated of the fall of the city
DEPORTED
of Torreon is false.
The dispatch
also stated that the rear admiral ad
DENYING 'THE LOSS vised Washington ot , the arrival on
STILL
Saturday at Torreon of General Joaquin Maas and General De Moure, the
HUERTA GOVERNMENT DECLARES federal
commanders.
WORKS SAYS ENGLAND, IF EX FORMER EXECUTIVE IS CHOSEN FORMER MINISTER MAY BE ACHEAD OF NEW MEXICO STATE AD
"
RESOLUTION SIDETRACKED
Wilson Policy Condemned
THAT, TORREON STILL BECANDIDATE OF THE DEMOEMPTION IS GRANTED, WILL
CUSED OF BEING ACCESSORY
s
MINISTRATION
AN INTERWashington, April 7. Senator
An editorial in El Diario today
LONGS TO FEDERALS
CRATIC PARTY
IN A MURDER
resolution to abolish all execuNOT BE HURT
ESTED LISTENER
says:
tive cessions of the senate except for
ten
"From
International
of
point
relations and certain special
Juarez, Mex., April 7 The policy
Birmingham, Ala!, April 7. L B.
7. Wliat was.,
Paris, April 7 Maurice De la Croix, foreign
Denver,
President Wilson's policy toWashington, April 7. Fifteen dtys
was sidetracked today and declared Colo., April
officials
of expelling Spaniards from Mexico U vjew
for
Musgrove,
manager
campaign
an
of
shot
to
of
killed
and
most
he
Mexico
ward
police,
inspector
the
has
on
a
far reaching. '
suffered
public
hearings, .beginning
April
blow,
a. settled one with the rebel govern
sent to the table by one vote. His effect
Hob. his comrade and intimate
Richmond
Pearson
CongiessiUttii
9,
In
made to resist the government''
friend.
which not only in the United States
on, the Sims bill to repeal the Pan
motion to amend the rules was tabled, reservation of
ment, it waff learned here today.
the public lands of Van
but in Europe has had a cruel ring ama tolls exemption were decided on son, conceded Oscar W. Underwood's spector'' Raymond Dupin, at police
cn
that the revolutionists will
not
30.
vote
was
31
to
The
nomination to the United States sen
party west,
ob
Croix
Be
la
for
senate
name
the
the
today.
headquarters
American
when tne Western
of
canals
by
began
good
today
today
committee.
diplo
continue their victorious march, southo':
Governors' conference opened its antained evidence last night tnat Dupin lines.
Administration supporters pressing ate in a statement made at 11:30
macy.
new
in
all
territory
ward, Spaniards
clock this morning.; Sir. Hobson left was alienating the affections of Manual meeting here. With bills before
After citing
ex for a minimum of delay m getting the
taken will foe expelled, as were those
dame De la Croix.
New York papers and re- Sims bill out of committee professed Birmingham today,. for Washington,.
tracts
from
congness designed still further to exTorreon.'
from
STOCK
Progress today in counting the
The two officers met at
to the retirement of John to be satisfied with the plan for 15
tend the federal conservation policy,
The policy Is not new, but waa per- ferring
vote
ci
In
the
was.slow,
especially
as
and
the executives of ten or" more Rocky
Bassett
of
after
the
from
usual,
hearings,"
More,
today
days
added
time
provided
counselorship
fectly understood between General of the state
out. of, 62 precincts
Thirty-ninties.
was
to
Chief
Breton
mountain
ARE
not
La
TO
PRISON
SENT
and Pacific coast states- conthe
for
article
Inspector
reserved
they
of
consideration
department,
Carranza and General Villa at the
in Jefferson county gave Underwood left hia office
bill
concludes:
the
vened
the avowed intention of
after
with
are
together.
over.
The
hearings
outset of the campaign. At Torreon
'
As the two Inspector descended the
'Under universal pressure It has hearings will give opportunity for 2,601 votes and Hobson 1,506.
proclaiming, on behalf of the state, Um
he acted in accordance with this unSTERLING
State returns showed a close race stairs De la Croix drew a revolver and OFFICERS OF THE
been decided to adopt as a guide for threshing out various amendments,
right of more easy settlement of the
derstanding, which, Jt is pointed out, future
GET
COMPANY
DEBENTURE
of
Bushton
between
Croix
Do
shot
five
the
times.
of
contest
the
la
result
Montgomery
policy
Ray
Dupin
them being one to republic domain within their boundaries
principal
among
was
Carranza
General
explains why
BIG SENTENCES
at
Torreon. If the Mexican federal affirm the sovereignty of the United and Irank s- whUe of Birmingham then returned to the chief inspector's
Governor E. M. Amnions of Colornot consulted. The understanding had
over the rebel States- over the canal zone and its for the BhoH term nomination to the office and surrendered.
ado
said before the conference opened
government
triumphs
was
and
keen reached long before,
it
New York, April 7. Seven former that the bills now under
lion,, President Wilson will see him- right under the treaty to grant an ex- - United States senate.
CaHluax May Be Accused
consideration
only required of General Villa that self
officers and agents of the Sterlln before congress would, if all were enThe
whether
of
obliged to change his policy in emption to coastwise ships, if it de- one
was
contest
The
Joseph
question
gubernatorial
he report what steps he had taken.
favor of the actual government of sires to do soi
of the closest In the list. Former Gov- - Caillaux, former minister of finance, Debenture company today received acted, put every acre ol gwvernment.
General Carranza, it is state author! Mexico.
If the rebellion wins, thej The controversy continued to eclipse ernor B. B. Comer maintained a slight may be charged as an accessory of his prison sentences qf from three to six land remaining in the west, with'
tatively, regards the expulsion of ene American
wife in the assassination, of Gaston years for using the United States
government will intervene! interest in all other business in the plurality early in 'the day. R. F.
of precious Evetal lajid, unmies of his cause of whatever nation
mails to defraud investors in the der a
in some form.
The
rebels
and
will not
- 00 of Montgomery
Charles
editor
is
the
the
of
reCalmette,
chamber.
Senator
Figaro,
leasing
system.
Works,
ality as a right sanctioned by prece accede to
of enterprises
promoted by
power, since they offer no
The governors present for the openof California, made a lengthy dersou of Troy wre running a close subject of general discussion ki the stock
dent of many wars, and one to which
to civilization."
serY-- l i;u- -.
newspapers. The pworrcatlon of testi their corporation? In sending them ing session were Tasker L. Oddie of
speech analyzing the treaty obliga- - racc
he is disposed to adhere, despite pos guarantee
to the federal penitentiary at Atlanta
tions of the United States,
Rt pic mtd live mony of President Poincare, indicatIndications.
Nevada, Joseph M. Carey of Wyoming..
sible protests- - '.fr.oiu; other govern
Federal Judge Anderson declared that Ernest Lister
. . .
.
at
lemit
..Caillaux
had
at
tuw-.c-Inferred
Tampico
that
Fighting
had
tlu's.
."T&Q
i
ing
of Washington, Oswald
of
granting
exemption
iijtiiis. The Spaniards of Torreon
the defendants maintained West of"
7. Fighting a
Jo&a H. Haines 'of
purely domestic matter," said he. lost to O. 1.H i , y ol Ciioctaw coun las "Wife's ileikui, Juia gfimtk rise la suthoush
Oregon,"
had not departed this forenoon, but wasBrownsville, Tex., April
that they were penniless, they had in Idaho aud EL M. Amnions of Colorado.
in progress in the streets of Tam ' There could be no discrimination
ty. George iiiiuuleston of Jefferson the suggestion that he may be brough t
it was expected that their trains
last night, according to brief dis against Great Britain because no for- county leads his three opponents in into the investigation a? an acom-plicat- fact made millions at the expense of
Governors William Spry of VuJi
would get under way by night on the pico
thousands of victims throughout the and S. V.
received today by constitution eign nation can enter into the coast- the Ninth district to succeed Repre
patch
Stewart of Montana were
trip to El Paso. i
alist officers in Matamoras from Gen wise trade. Some of our
The magistrate in charge of the country.
exDeeted durfnsr th rlav hj1i!! n
representa sentative Underwood.
General Carranza nlmself will consix
The
heaviest
sentences,
years, ernors J. p. A.
eral Luis Caballero, who is at Vic tives have out Britished the British
Strong of Alaafca, WilIt was generally believed that Wil preliminary inquiry, Henry V.
duct the Investigation of rights of inwere imposed on George II. Middle- toria. The message said the federal in their claims for that nation."
M.
Lius
called
and
Caillaux
both
liam C. McDonald of New Mexico and
B.
son
United
th
of
liam
Bankhead,
dividual Spaniards to return to Torbrook
of
vice
Chicago, first
at Tampico has been forced Senator Brandegee, republican, cast States senator from Alabama, had Barthou, former premier, for examinapresl George W. P. Hunt were expected toreon. Each one wii! be allowed to gunboat
dent; Frank Shumaker, a former morrow.
to retreat by the cannonading of the the
tion
vote
to
won
today.
the
Sixth
succeed
in
the
only
Repre
hearings,
against
testify for himself and to present af- rebels.
president, and Henry M. Piatt, a min
His Letters Stolen
The conference of governors was
saying he did so because he believed sentative Hobson.
fidavits tbathe never wilfully worked
officer.
or
The Tampico federal garrison is be the committee's action would have no
M. Caillaux gave the magistrate deto the irrigation conferpreliminary
B. L. Aimer of Colbert coun
against the constitutionalists.
vc
Judge
Benjamin' Mudgo, president of the
lieved to number about 1,000 men but
In the majority of cases, however,
weight. He urged that die repeal ty seemed a winner in the Eighth tails of his private life and mentioned Oxford linen mills of North Brook-fiel- ence called by Secretary of the Inter
is said to foe greatly outnumbered by bill be returned to the senate
'
ior Lane, which will open Thursday.
without OVer three other candidates to succeed his domestic difficulties. He said that
the rebels claim to have convincing
Mass., was given a four ye.ar
the attacking rebels. Reinforcements
any report and that the fight be trans- - the late Representative William Rich- while he was at Manners with Mme sentence. He was a chmist and In- The governors planned to formulate ,
Information of the adverse personal
from San Luis Potosi for, the Tampico ferred to the floor.
a program beariag upon land and jr
Gueydan, his former wife, a package
activities of the Spaniards.
ardson.
whose alleged discovery of a
federals have been checked in their
of letters waa taken from his desk ventor,
committee adjourned, until
rigation
problems for submission te
Present members of tne
flax yarn from flaxj
process to1
forward movement by,-- the rebel genj
the irrigation conference. ' It
Ncj- Looting
Thursday with the understanding that v.ouae whose nominaH0n .anneared Among them were two ieters he had iBunw
Allowed
SMif
at uil cuui uiu( a epulis, wao parent that the
eral, Carrera Torrez, according to the the authors of various bills- and res- written to the present Mme. Caillaux.
object sought is to
i'Ai.Washiogton,
April 7. Dispatches message.
certain ar6 g Herbert Dent of the
advertised by the company in
.
widely
v
M.
to
said
offered
he
secure
Caillaux
that
a
on whici tfia westolutions on the subject will then be
program
from Consular Agent Carothers at
its campaign for the jsale of the Ox
second; Henry D. Clayton of the Mme.
ern states and thg federrtt goverjvajr-ni- .
.'
Gueydan the alternative of a ford Linen mills stock.
Torreon' were summarized today at
heard, pending the arrival of witness Thlrit;
of
Blackmon
the
u
..,".
Caballero Is, Fighting
can agree in handHnglJVubllc land
es from New Orleans and the Pacific Fnrn, 'mi ti.im t,. nr,,Pfi nt thr. divorce or" a reconciliation but on conthe state department as follows:
Tliree-yaa- r
seuteue'es were imposMex., April 7, A report of- coast.
Juarez,
that
dition
the
taken
from
- Information
; The oppnang session was
his
letters
received at the state
ed on Wrilbur M. Stone, a patent ex- questions.
Seventh. John W.' Abercrombie, from
given out here today stated
ficially
to
him. An agree
"
be
desk
returned
to
devoted
35
vote
to
orjunization and addresses
a
taken
of
27,
first
the.
By
A. Barron, a prospectus
department,., .covering conditions at that General Caballero was
the state at large, and J. T. Heflin of
'
fighting in the senate on the Panama, tolls exof welcome by Governor Amnion and
ment, however, was made to burn pert, Flyn
;
Tojyejnv an4 gpfltie, Palaclo are .that in the streets o
W.
the Fifth, were unopposed. ..'
Edwards.
S.
and
j.-was done In the presence writer,
Tampico yesterday emption controversy. Senator
M. Perkins of Dnver.
effort. are .rb,cg
by the forces and
The seven were found, guilty last Mayor J.
to
soon.
the
capture
expected
of
his
The governors Svero onterfesiiGd at.
city
and his secretary.
himself,
wife,
under General Villa to restore order
resolution .asking President
a
after
in
federal
district court
Slmev ueydan, said M. Caillau,x, de nigh
a luncheon. a't'llfis' feiv8r;Vt1ul
and a normal condition. Excellent Caballero'a report was sent to Gen- Wilson for an explanation of the lanlong trial, at which they tried to
eral Pablo Gonzales, .who forwarded
nota
clared'
had
she
taken
photographs
C Shaffer, .Mftorfof
rder la being made and no sacking
guage of his repeal message, was re
was
all
or copies of the letters. A reconcilia- prove that Mudge's process
Times and the Rocky Mountain New.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
r pillage had been permitted. Under it from MatamoroB last night.
ferred to the foreign relations comclaimed
had
and
that
for
it
they
tion ensued but later on he and they
At the afternoon session the principal
I
. ,
..
mittee,
penalty of fine, orders were issued
were engaged in a bonafide stock sellMme.
'
address waa to be made by Governor
Gueydan were divorced.
,v:"":
the
for
cleansing and watering of the
Urging passage of the Poindexter
Jules, Berbaux; counselor of the ing campaign.
Carey of Wyoming, on the subject:
city; light and water supply is in HEAVY VOTING IN TWO resolution, Senator :,ippitt, republi- Washington," April 7. Senate: Met
court of cassation, was today appoint
"How "Wa May Help Carey Act
was --undecided hjv at noon.
'csh, declared
operation; railway and telegraph serv'':'
to vote on the repeal bill and believed
ice with Durango was resumed on
Canal committee voted for 15 days ed, to succeed- Victor Fabre ass, QbJf f TOWN
.
prosecutor.
public
Governor
Carey was Uie author of
NEIGHBORING CITIES it the duty of the senate to find out of publio hearing on the repeal of the
April 3, and the street car lines are
the Carey, or irrigated homestead act,
in operation. No foreigners have been
what apprehensions the president hal Panama tolls exemption. ',
j,
UP; BILLOTS STOLEN under which settlers may seoure gor-- -,
as to the country's foreign relations
hurt or killed.
Senator Works spoke on the treaty
CYWARMAN DEAD
ernment land under irrigation proAND SANTA FE which had prompted the language of aspect of the tolls, controversy, and
ALBUQUERQUE
Federals to Assault Torreon
Chicago, April 7. Cy Warman, poet
ARE INTERESTED IN THE
The cabinet discussed the Mexican
his message.
resolujects,
paying for the land at 5ff cent.,
Senator
Poindexter
his
urged
and short story writer,, died here to "WET" AND "DRY" CAMPAIGN IN an acre
"
'
and for the water at. rate
e
situation. Confidential 'reports from
... ELECTION
man
"I have not found any
any- tion ,to delay action until all
ILLINOIS VILLAGE CAUSES
day after a long. Illness. Warman
the state land boards in cofixed
official sources in Mexico were rewho. understands; what in, the" matic correspondence had been
by
FEELING
was stricken with" paralysis in his
7.
ceived saying the Huerta forces were
N.
Albuquerque,
M., April
operation with the federal authorities.
that language means," he said, lished.
City,
hotel here this winter. The outlook
The governors' conference will con
31
KenSO
to
Then the senate adopted Senator
of
vote
Senator
a
concentrating for an attack to retake town and village elections are being
By
Decatur, III, April 7. Town Clerk
was unfavorable from the firat. . He
tinue through tomorrow, cloning wifii
Torreon. No details were given, but held practically In every town in New Brandegee's resolution calling on the yon's resolution to abolish executive
Walter
Lester
iuto
dashed
was removed to a hospital a few
police
a. banquet tomorrow night- at wlilch
officials here Iftok for another battle Mexico today. There is little inter- state department for all ''information, suasions .except for certain subjects
headquarters at Pana at 4 o'clock this
to
he
continued
sink
where
weekg
ago;
est
in
conthe elections outeide of Albu- correspondence and records" bearing .'waa tabled.
soon, in which vthe rebels will be
ho
and
had the principal speakera will ie A. A.
reported that
until the end today. Cy Warman was morning
fronted with the task of keeping the querque, where 0. H. Boatright, re- on tlte negotiations for the Hay- Jones, first assistant secretary of tli&'
callSenator Poindexter's resolution
known as the "Poet of the .Rockies," been held up by 25 armed men and
publican, is running against D. K. J. Pauncefote treaty and the interpreta ing on the president for an explanabattle.
fruits of their hard-fouginterior;
Ciiy la in m, to i'u - i
a
and waa a pioneer In. the railroad lit robbed of 3,000 election taiiots. As
'
of ki; y. H N
the
I'm!
Sellers, democrat, on a vice control tion of that treaty.
of
tion of the language ot his Panama erature. His stories about .railroad result. Pwjt-- township- may not be
.
rector of t' e roti.jni.il on i
issue; and in Santa Fe, where W. G.
,
Guillotlen in Mexico
tolls exemption repeal message was men,were, ibased a personal experi- able to vote on. the liquor- question Go
WW Cmy, fjny a .1 i- WHEAT CONDITION GOOD
Juarez, Mex., April 7. The guillo- Sargent, .republican, is opposed by a
referred to the foreign relations com: ences at
today.
Sallda, Colo;, where in the
tine has made its appearance in combination ticket of democrats and Washington, April 7. The average mitteo.
Prmftirs had, boon working all
hrt worked in turn-a;a
$0'5
parly
R.
headed
b. Baca. condition of winter wheat on April 1
by
Mexico, and a new form of execution progressives,
House: Met at noon.
to gut. out the hquv-- question
night
fireman
locomotive
and
engiwiper,
confronts the enemies of the consti- Sargent is state auditor of New Mex- was 95.6 per cent of a normal, comI
Oi i. hai icn r?
Debate was resumed on !hJ legis- neer. ,''
ballot
,'"
j St stum as tl v.trr pi nr
"....'.
tutionalists in the state of San Luis ico, and Baca is speaker of the house pared with 91.6 laet year, 80.6 in 1912 lative, executive and judicial approe.d they were enl rusted to Lester and
7.
Stockholm, Sweden, April
of representatives. A heavy vote has and 85.7 the ten year year average,
n
Potosi, it was learned today. At
bo
nre v ith t'i i OjMTatiou. H h) only f k e i
to n-priation bill.
in
cast
Fe
Santa
been
and
del Orio, a home-mad- e
Albuquer- the department of agriculture reported
guilBANKER'S CASE UP
The charges against Representative
He said he was unable to identify any of dMlin itu" fie i ' rn c
lotine has been erected. It was built que.
today. There wag, a decline in condi- McDermott of Illinois, growing out of
Pueblo, Colo., April 7. The federal of the men.
from wh''n hit 4 di no ( p
fcy rebel mechanics In the corps comtion from December J, 1913, to April the lobby investigation, were again grand jury for Colorado convened
o '
The attack came arler a vtcoroita "i saif
' f '
manded by General Eulalio Gutierrez,
1, of 1.6 points as compared with an considered by the judiciary committee. here today ia connection with the anf
i'
attempt had been made to keep ttie S iHiel nl"
i,
who is now in this city conferring
ELECTION IN MONTREAL
average decline in the past ten years
Rules committee heard Representa- nual spring session of the United "wet atid "dry' question off the lial-l- was o i'Ip iff ro f i i
with Carranza.
' t
!
Montreal, April April 7. Returns of 3.5 points .between these dates. The tive Rainey in support of his charge States district court. Among other
A m mi1 1'liim w s i Mud 'ist m.iii
h
1) f
3
Already the new Instrument has today from yesterday's election as- average condition of rye on April 1 of a" water power trust at the Keokuk matters to be considered by the jury week to compel Lester to hare bal- l jt tV t
been tested, and, as the general sured the selection as mayor of Med-eri- was 91.3 per cent of a normal, against dam.
.
' the
1
will be the case of Orson Adams, for- lots pnnied
t
t e c i
An j
says: "It works splendidly." The test
i Ik i ; nu f Inl
Martin,' member of parliament, 89.3 last year, 87.9 in .1912 and '89.2,
1 '
l
committee began considering mer head of the defunct Mesa County
r
Land
it
't
was made with a lamb as the victim. over George Washington ' Stephens-Martin'- s the average, condition for the past ten the oil and cosl londs leasing bill In Bank of Grand. .Junction, which he is i m (1 i' tiip p it (
,
j
j t
Desire for revenge is responsible
lead awas about"l),0P0.
,. years. '
t
fodav.
executive session.
charged with 'having wrecked.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

two

SIKORA-

ITERS CUP FOR TWO flERVOUS

Iafcrmstlcn
WILL BE
WmiM

YOAIII'S

Made Well
LydiaE.
Vegetable Compound.

CHIPS

dl

for

Lung Sufferers

ltlru ,A irnntv mnrp flhout ft
LuriR Trouble which lias

remedy for
brought about many complete recoveries?
The milkers of Ec'knmu 8 Alterative are
In receipt of mnny really wonderful reports, and will be pleased to forward to
you copies of ordinal letters and also
Pink-ham- 's
booklet on diet and proper care needed Ui
By
recovering health. Investigate this cane:
101!) Susotiehantm Ave., I'hila., fa.
"My Dear Kir: Vol two years I was
afflicted with hemorrh.iKes of the lnnns.
aud In February of 1!K2 I was taken with
had a severe
Philadelphia, Pa.
a severe attack of pneumonia. When I
LAS VEGAS BOY WILL MEET DEcase of nervous prostration, with palpi
recovered mflfelently to walk about the
1 was left with a
house
frightful hacking
tation ol the heart,
IN
DENVER
TROIT BOXER
cough, which no medicine I had taken
constipation, headcould alleviate.
It was at this time,
ON APRIL 21
March. 1002, that I started taking
aches, dizziness,
Alterative.
In a short time my
noise in my
eoniih was gone and 1 was pronounced
aul
Sikora well.
Denver, Cola, April
I cauuot speak too highly for the
timid, nervous, restgood It has done."
and will be Stanley Yoakum's nest opponless
HOWARD L. KXOTZ.
(Signed)
matchwere
two
in
The
(Above abbreviated; more on reijuest.)
ent
Denver.
sleeplessness.
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
d
I read in the pa- ed yesterday, for a
bout at many
years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and I.ung Affections,
per where a young the Colorado-Athlet- ic
club Tuesday,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. StublKiru
woman had been April 21. Bob Laga of Los Angeles; Colds aud in upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
cured of the same
of
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
troubles by taking who is looking after the interests
to fiokmnn
and
of
write
recoveries,
DenLaboratory. - Philadelphia, Pa., for eviLydia E. Pinkham's the Detroit boxer, dropped into
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
Vegetable Compound so I threw away ver oni his way to the Pacific coast and
E. G. Murphey and Red Cross
me and beLouie
medicines the doctor
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BAER IS WILLING TO ASSIST
IN ORGANIZING A CITY
LEAGUE

D.

ears,

Baer, proprietor of the Baer
feelings
curio store, has announced that he
is willing to give a loving cup for the
"
winner of a series of games to be
It
played by a city baseball league.
was thought for a time that the orin. this
ganization of a baseball league
but
Impossible,
was
practically
city
that
shown
have
lately developments
left
the
and arranged the match with
such a move would prove popular both
the Compound. Before I Newman, manager of Yoakum, aud Drug company.
taking
gan
the
and
ball
playera
with the many
had taken half a bottle I was able to sit Mike Delaney.- manager of the Colorpublic.
up and in a short time I was able to do ado Athletic club.
the common object of raising, the
The New Mexico Normal University all my work. Your medicine has proved
of citizenship in the section
standard
athletes are now forming an organiza- itself able to do all you say it will and I
which
in
they have lived.
is
household
recommended
It
in
and
have
it every
tion for the baseball season,
or Cold
a
So
Good
for
Cough
Nothing
"said that a strong team can be form- I have visited." Mrs. Mary Johnston,
When you have a cold you want Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
210 Siegel Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ed there. The High school athletes
best medicine obtainable so as to
the
"
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Another Bad Case
probably will have a team, but this
of it with the least possible derid
get
In action; for backache,
Positive
I
Ephrata, Pa. "About a year ego
probably would disband at the close
lay. There are many who consider weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
I
nervous
down
with
was
team
prostration.
Normal
prothe
of school, while
unsur- bladder troubles. P. J.
Boyd, Ogle,
was pale and weak and would have hys- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
bably would continue through the teric
Ohio, Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
Mrs.
Elida,
bad
J.
a
sick
Boroff,
and
headaches
passed.
spells,
session
summer
summer, due to the
I was says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheu
pain under my shoulder-bladof the school.
under the care of different doctors but was cured of a sever cold and cough matism and kidney trouble are comThe local order of Knights of Col- did not improve. I was so weak I could
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
umbus has announced that it will hardly stand long enough todo mydishes.
years ago, 1 have felt kindly disposed G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
have a baseball team. In fact the
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- toward the manufacturers
of that
Adv.
team has been organized already ac- pound has made me well and happy and
so
I
of
nothing
know
preparation.
and
in
to
my
have
I
weight
begun gain
cording to those in, charge. The
J. W. quick to relieve a cough or cure a SECRETARY BRYAN TO SPEAK
face looks healthy now."-M- rs.
Knights of Columbus have material HoRNBERGER,
R. No. 8, Ephrata, Pa. cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Raleigh, N. C, April 7. Arrange
for a fairly strong team and are anximents have been completed for
Kiierifll adTice write tO
rnn
want
If
a
enter
ous to
league.
T.vdla v.. Plnlihnm Medicine Co. (confi
democratic mass meeting to be held
IN LOUISVILLE
CONFERENCE
According to an unofficial rumor,
Mass. loar letter will
'
dential)
here tomorrow night in advocacy of
7. A conven
lynn,
Louisville,
team
Ky.,
April
this
a
the Elks again will have
be opened, read and answered by a
state primaries. Secretary of State
of
the
year. This Is probable, as the team woman and held in strict confidence. tion under the joint auspices
William J. Bryan will be the princi
and
association
Educational
met
Southern
belonging to this organization
under the auspices of the Edmonton the Conference for Education in the pal epeaker. ;
with success last year.
was opened South opened in this city today and
The "West side can furnish from Exhibition' association
To have a fine healthy complexion
that will continue through the remainder
two to three strong teams, and thus here today under conditions
the
of
the liver must be active, the bow
The
week.
of
importance
of the
It may be seen that the possibilities promise the most successful affair
are its kind ever held in western Can- meeting in Its relation to the future els regular and the blood pure. All
for a summer baseball league
'
ada. All departments of the exhibi- welfare and development of the south this is brought about by using HER'
good.
BINE.
It thoroughly scours the liv
The public of Las Vegas has ex- -' tion are filled with entries of a high c.au scarcely be overestimated.
The conference will not confine it-- ' er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
pressed Us willingness many times to class. Ten thousand dollars in cash
in fine, condition and restores that
support a local team, but when it prizes and trophies will be distribtit self to the discussion of educational
comes to supporting a paid team, un- ed. The show will continue until topics. A much broader field will be clear, pink and white complexion so
covered by the addresses, papers and much desired by ladies. Price 60c
less Santa Fe and Albuquerque have Saturday.
discussions that will make up the pro- Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
a
to
seems
be
there
clubs,
strong
ciBALLARD'S
Rub the joints with
hitch. The distance between the
gram. The underlying idea is to inMASSACHUSETTS
G. A. R.
ties of the state necessitates a SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma- terest laymen In education as a civic
7. Veterans of the
conBoston1,
April.
the
To
this'
end,
- large fund to pay the traveling ex tism.
It penetrates the flesh to the responsibility.
war filled Faneuil hall this morn
penses and herefore the formation of bone conveying its soothing and re- ference will undertake to develop and civila
at
the opening of the forty-se- v
economics
of
rural
ing
.a league at the present time for the storative influence to the spot where promote the idea
northern part of the state remains un the pain exists. Price '25c, 50 and with a view of building up a better enth annual encampment of the Grand
Sold by Central and more comfortable home life, espe- Army of the Republic, Department of
$1.00 per bottle.
considered.
Adv.
Co.
has
been
cially among the poorer classes of the Massachusetts. Washington Gardner
It
suggested that the base Drug
of the
ball fans of the city get busy and ar
sparsely, settled districts in the south. of Michigan, cororoandeari-chie- f
'lis- the guest
G.
A.
the
present
and
work
R.,
Farmers'
Children's
Prevalent
a
Diseases
Very
range a set of rules and organize
'
Whooping
cough is pbout every- problems' of jjii.e rural I church and of honor. The enf arrJiiient and th
league. Ludwig W. Ilfeld, an enof
attenalthe affillatfi organizations
Measles
will
school
receive
where.
fever
meeting
and
scarlet
thusiastic baseball fan of the West
particular
Besides the general sessions will continue over tomorrow.
side, is willing to begin, while the most as bad. Use Foley's Honey aud tion.
business men of this city would gladly Tar Compound for inflamed throats there will he meetings by sections, in
A Cure for Sour Stomach
Mrs. I. C. Hostler, which every phase of the uplift moveIn the move. If the en- and coughing.
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
thusiasm proves strong, following Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three ment will be discussed in detail.
The conference has brought togeth- : Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been
this announcement, a meeting may be children had severe attacks of whoop
called nelt week for the discussion ing cough, and a very few doses of er not only the leading spirits in ev- 'iroubled with indigestion, sour stom
of the formation of this league.
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re ery branch of educational work, but ach and bad breath. After taking two
lief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross a large number of business men, ban- bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
HORSE SHOW AT EDMONTON
kers, professional men, college men. well. These tablets are splendid
Drug Store. Adv.
and. in fact, men of nearly every walk none betber." For sale by all dealers.
Edmonton, AHa., April 7. The first
f
Adv.
I in life, who have banded together for
annual horse show and fat stock show
Subscribe for The Opno.'
V. D,
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The first time you get a
whiff of Stag from some other
fellow's pipe, REMEMBER
that Stag's taste is as good
as its fragrance.
iiiiiiii'ir'-';:;:;:!!'!-

Try a tin and get a new
thrill in smoking.

;

Convenient Packages:

th:
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d
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e
The Handy
Tin, the Pound and
Tin, the Full-SiTin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.
ze

Half-Poun-

t
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"No Bite,
"No Stint,
"No Bag,
"No String."

Half-Siz-
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After All, This Must Remain Alwayi
a Matter of individual
Opinion.
Men are lust as much disposed
toward the cluttering habit as women,
hut not one In 10.000 will admit it.
The average man is forever bringing
things home. By this we mean things
that nobody else In the house has
the slightest interest in. They may
take the form of books, of pamphlets,
c
or various
of pictures, of
kinds, of fishing apparatus, or gon
sticks, of group photographs or ol
friendly souvenirs from business associates, and be insists that the?
shall all he kept In view. Usually
they crowd other clutter which the
average woman has spent a great
and
part of her life in collecting,
which is found on all the mantel
nieces, on all the stands, on all the
tables and on all the walls of all the
rooms of the house. Then as the
children grow up they bring things
home that are dear to each one of
them respectively, and these, too,
must be kept In view.
Rnt when all this Is said, an Im
portant point has still been omitted.
Clutter may, often does, cease to be
clutter In the eyes and thoughts ol
th family. There are Instances In
which It has come to be regarded as
t
With all we
family treasure.
that is raised against It it la
often grievously missed when parted
with. So truly is this the case, so
life
closelv interwoven does family
become with all of Its surroundings
and associations, that It is difficult to
conclude here without asking a Question that will doubtless arise in the
minds of thousands of readers, name
It What, after all would home be
without its clutter
Christian Science
bric-a-bra-

Established

1868

SouTiSideBajo.

FOUR MORE DAYS UNTIL
EASTER
To the woman w.ho Is discriminating in dress we are offering some unusual inducements. We have one of
the largest assortments of Tailored
Wear in the state and every garment
we are showing Is not only correct In
style and colorsrbut absolutely guaranteed as to tailoring, trimming, etc.
These garments1 are the product of
reputable manufacturers whoso creed
s to tlutu out the best possible product at the price. If there were better
garments to be had for the money we
would be selling them. And then
there's a certain satisfaction in saying
"This1
garment came from Rosen-wald'a." It means it is the best. Until Beaster we are selling

com-nlaln-

CoiyrifklWl

1 he H. Slack

Monitor.
MAY BE RALEIGH'S

&

$32.50 to $35.00 Suits $29.00
$22.50 to $25.00 Coats $19.50

SETTLERS

Group of People In North

Hard to Account for
Other Way.

Carolina

In Any

10c Invisible Hair Nets 25c dozen

Today's express" brough t 120 dozen of these they usually
There lives In the woods and
sell at 10c. Come in all shades: each with an elastic band. As a
swamps of Robeson county, North
special inducement for you to visit our store we' will sell 1hem
Carolina, a strange group of people,
In appearance somewhat resembling
Wednesday Only 25c dozen
Portuguese or mulattoes. Their manners, customs, and personal appearances are unlike those of any othei
race on the American continent, says
the Southern Workman, and inter
course with their neighbors Is limited
to the extent which necessity do
mands. Harking back to 1587, it will
Large size cake Jergen's (Rose de France Glycerine Soap.
be recalled that one of the expedi.
This
10c
soap absolutely has no superior
tions of colonists sent out from EngWe now have a full line of Andrew Jergen's Toilet Waters,
land by Sir Walter Raleigh arrived
on Roanoke island, North Carolina
Soaps, Rice Powder,-- ' e'e When you want the best ask for
under the
command of Capt
Jergen's.
John White.
Capt John White
never saw hiB people sfter h
left them on Roanoke island and re
turned to England, for supplies. Wher
he returned the little band, It is sup
posed, had gone to the mainland and
been absorbed in an Indian tribe. 11
is now believed that the descendants
of this tribe of Indians are at this
time living in Robeson county, where
of the room and is alleged to have
TO FACE MURDER CHARGE
more than thirty families have namee
Kansas City, Mo April 7. The declared that he had killed the desimilar to those of White's colonists case of Dr. W. T. Elam, under indictr stroyer of his home. Later, however,
ment for first degree murder, will be he stated that the shooting was an acTrials of Compositors.
called in court tomorrow and it is ex- cident and that he did not know how
They tell of a Scottish composltoi pected the trial wjll proceed within it had occurred. The victim of the
who fled from Edinburgh to London li
a few days. The crime of which Dr. shooting died almost instantly. Dr.
order to escape the
ordeal of deciphering Carlyle's helro Elam Is accused was one- of the most Elam is a resident of St. Ij)uis and
glyphics and putting them into type sensational enacted in this city in for many years has occupied a high,
He had been at work in London foi sevaral years. On November 18 last place in the medical proiession. Crasome time, when one day a "take" o; he is alleged' to have shot and killed mer, the victim of the tragedy, was
Carlyle's copy was given him to sei William Putnam Cramer, whom the an advertising solicitor for a well
up. The sight of it appalled him. "It
with his known magazine and lived with his
that man here, too!" he exclaimed phyfsioia.n accused of intimacy
After the .killing
in a room wife in Chicago.
The
occurred,
wife.
killing
he
laid
down
his
compos
Whereupon,
men
two
to
went
Detroit to reside
Mrs.
Elam
local
where
the
hotel
a
in
coat
and hat, anc
Ing stick, put on his
vanished.
lad met to talk the matter over. Dr. with her mother.
Balzac's copy was also a nightman Elam had previously prepared a list
to compositors. According to the Lon of questions which, he Intended to YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
don Standard, the failure of the estab
propound to Cramers The latter was Pain along the back, dizziness, headIlshment that printed his works wai
to the hotel by his at- ache and general langour. Get a packthe direct result of the enormous la accompanied
Dr.
Elam waft attended by age of Mother Gray'a AROMATIC-LEAand
bor spent in making corrections In th torney
the pleasant root and herb
whom he had' hired
detective
a
private
proofs of his manuscript. What li
meant to put his copy Into type ii to shadow Cramer and Mrs. Elam. At cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Urishown by the fact that. "Caesar Blrot the time of the conference, however, nary troubles. When you. feel all mil
teaa" had to be reset IS times ta 21 the two principals- were alone In the down, weak and without energy use
v;
days! Yottth'a Companion.
room and- - there were no witnesses to this remarkable combination, of nathe tragedy. Following a single shot ture's herbs and roots. As a tenia
Castle for 8hep Girls.
from a revolver Dr. Elam came out laxative it has no equal. Mother Gray'
For many years the Count Greoai
Aromatic-Lea- f
la sold by Druggist or
de Pontourny, owner of a stately caa
sent by mall for SO cts. Sample sent
HELPLESS AS BABY
tie and large grounds in beautiful Ton
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
ralne, has been echarmed each day ii
Co., Le Roy, N. y. Adv.
Paris by the sight of thousands of pret
ty little mldinettes, dressmakers' aa
HEARING ON WATER LINES
slstants and shopgirls whom the hom Down in Mind Unable to Tforfc,
of noon liberates for their daily wall
Wajshingttm. Apriil 7: The) tatef-stat-e
commerce commission has arilong the boulevards. Noticing ho
and What Helped Her.
some of them, rosy and fresh at first
ranged to .begin hearings in this city
grew paler fronv their work in th
today on applications of railroads to
crowded sewing rooms, he left whei
after July 1 their holding of
continue
Summit
Va.
W.
Mis.
Anna
Point,
he died recently the castle and it Beile
of this place, says: "I suf- water lines, under the discretionary
Emey,
to
H
the mldinettes of Paris.
park
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in
conferred upon the comalso provided sufficient money to main my right side,
caused from womanly authority
tain the castle with a perpetual hous trouble, and doctored lots for it, but with- mission by the Panama canal act. The
I suffered so very much, applications have been filed by the
party of young girls resting and re out success.
1
down in mind, and as help- Pennsylvania, the Erie and other
cruitlng there. In future any mldin that asbecame
a baby. I was in the worst kind
ette needing a holiday has only to ap less
roads which are interested in transof shape. Was unable to do any work.
'
ply and to show that she Is free
I began taking Cardui, the woman's portation lines on the great lakes.
from Infectious complaint to be re
and
relief
from
the very first
tonic,
got
delved there e a guest free of cost
dose. By the time I had taken 12 botA valuable dressing
for flesh
health
was
tles, my
completely restored.
old sores, rash,
wounds,
scalds,
burns,
1 am now 48
aa
feel
but
New Idea for Belting.
years years old,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
Those who buy belting for machin good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing LINIMENT;
it Is both healing and
ery will not have 'to worry about th
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
price of leather In the years to comt in
its favor. I wish I had some power
If a certain sort of belting which li
over poor, suffering women, and could per bottle. Sold ' by Central Drug Co.
being manufactured by a Ann In Con make them know the good it would da
Adv.
necticut proves to be a success. Thi them."
new product is called flexible steo .'. If
you suffer from any of the ailments
Stomach Trouble Cured.
belting and is realy a step further that peculiar to women, it will certainly be
H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
(Mrs.
the chain and sprocket Idea, The belt worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
ing is made in a complicated series o: It has been helping weak women for writes, "For some time I suffered
links and can be used on all pulleyt more than 50 years, and will help you, from stomach trouble. I would have
of from two Inches in diameter to thf too.
sour stomach and feel bloated after
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
largest size. It has been designed es
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
pecially for service where atmosphere
IFritt to; Chattanooga Medietas Co., Ladles' got .Chamberlain's Tablets. After takconditions pre bad for leather ant Advisory Dept., CimiiftnooBa. Tor.n., for Siniat
on your case and 64 pag book, "Home
Initruriimrt
ing two bottles of them I waB cured."'
rubber belts..
Treatment lor Women." in piain wrapper. M.C. 121
'
For sale by all dealers Adv.

Jergen's Glycerine Soap 10c
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Turn tlm Baby'piy:
'ears, to Laughter

IS

INVESTED EACH

OVER A MILLION A DAY IS PUT
INTO PUBLIC UTILITIES, ACCORDING TO FIGURES

Every day. Including Sundays, there
must be found not less than $1,000,000
of new capital to continue the country's electric light, traction and gas
companies in their present growth.
An industry that was unheard of but
a few years ago now calls upon
vestors for capital equal almost to the
total annual gold output of the world.
Almost unbelievable, it is nevertheless true that the stupendous sum of
$365,000,000 a year is being put into
public utility properties. And these
utilities are realty owned by the people, through stock and bond ownership
in the great public service corpora
tions mai arw serving uieui.
Every day somebody hears for the
first time about the public utility industry. With the railroad Industry,
the steel, copper, sugar and meat industries he has long been familiar.
But this other one is a stranger to
.
him.
Public utilities are as old as the
hills. Strictly speaking the name signifies those things which supply service directly to the people. The first
well of water, the first animal used
for conveyance, the first grain-pestlthe first drainage canal all were
Of modern con"public utilities-.trivances, railroads and steamships
are public utilities, sq also express
companies, ice, coal and ferry companies. If one chose to carry the distinction further, it could be said that
parks, sewers, streets, police and all
the various departments of a municipality are public utilities. But in applying the term the financial world
has narrowed its scope in such a
manner that instead of embracing all
companies which serve the public directly, it has been made to signify a
certain group of those, companies.
These are street railways, electric
light and power companies, gas; water,
telephone and telegraph companies.
Identifying this group with the title,
it requires only a moment's thought
to appreciate the magnitude of the
public utility industry as it is now
constituted, and to realize its importance as an economic factor' in tha
nation's growth. There are few bugi
ness enterprises In the United Statel
today that fail to derive energy from
one or another form of public utility,
there is hardly a man or woman who
fails in some manner to contribute to

g

electrical applications and industries
in the United States was $50,000,000,
Now the investment In Gotham approaches $10,000,000,000, with an average.
growth over all electrical
industries of not less than 15 per cent
per annum.
The electric street railway Industry
last year collected from the people of
the United States $650,000,000, and
will in the present year collect more
than
the average growth
over a series of years pioving that 8
to'10 per cent is adceci to the income
of this Industry every year.
The nation's central station industry, supplying electric light, heat and
power, earned $150,000,000 last year
and will earn more than $500,000,000
in 1914, the growth here lor the past
decade having been at the average
annual rate of 25 per cent.
How. much money is actually expended in this country in a single
year, for the products of the public
utilities, is estimated as follows, figures being for the year 113:
Electrical Manufacturing, $375,000,-000- .
(

Electric railways, $650,000,000.
Central stations, $450,000,000.
Gas, $200,000,000.

Telephone service, $350,000,000.
Telegraph service, $85,000,000.
Isolated plants, $125,000,000.
Miscellaneous, $125,,000,000.
Total, $2,360,000,000,
People generally are aware of the
magnitude of the public utilities serving them, as above set forth, nor do
they appreciate the fact that electricity Is one of the few commodities In
this country that has steadily gone
down in price,, through inventions or
rates, whiie nearly everything else
entering Into the cost of living has
gone soaring upward.
Electricity is within the reach of
the most humble purse. It presides
at the piano, rocks 'the baby, rules at
the washtub, irons, cooks the evening
meat verily, It Is woman's greatest
household aid, the wonder worker of
the world.

It is computed that $12,500,000 of
Invested capital are represented here.
Four hundred millions of new money
are absorbed annually for expansion
and development. Gross earnings of
the companies operating are in excess
of $2,000,000,000, annually. Here is an
approximation of the investment represented in public utilities in the
United States at the present time:
Urban and interurban traction,
$2,000,000,-000-

.

Natural gas, $1,500,000,000.
Artificial gas, $1,000,000,000.
Water works, telephone, telegraph,
express and steam heating, $3,000,000,-00- .
Total, $12,500,000,000.
Fifty years ago the investment

In

a Life Saver
Duffy'c Again Here
a woman who grew

weaker and weaker until
chance led her to try Duffy'.
Pure Malt Whiskey, and it
came to the rescue, as it
what
usually does. JSut read
-- 'J.
she, herself, says:

"I wish to announce what Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey has done for me.
Some time ago I had a very bad attack
of dysentery that lasted two months. I
went to my doctor and he gave me powders and medicine, but it did me no
good as I grew weaker and weaker
made me think I was getting consumption of the bowels. I had tried the best
of brandies with no result, but good luck
wanted it that my eyes fell on a Duffy
Pure Malt Whiskey ad in the evening
COOPER
MRS. H.
paper. I looked over it carefully and
I
once
at
bought a bottle, and before it was half
saw it was good for weak bowels
make
sure, I finished the bottle and I was myused I felt it was doing good. To
self again. I cannot praise Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, enough for what it did
'
Tt is
pood for indigestion and nervous neuralgia. Duffy's Pure Malt
fr,r m
Whiskey was my life saver." Mrs. A. Cooper, 2340 Putnam Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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known to science. Its
is one of the greatest strength builders and
palatability and freedom from injurious substances render it so it can be retained
child-Te- n
by the most delicate stomach. Overworked men, delicate women and sickly
properties so necessary to them.
will find in it the health and strength-givinIt strengthens and sustains the system; is a promoter of health and longevity;
makes the old feel young ana Keeps tne young strong aim
Recognized as a family medicine everywhere.
vigorous.
The gentle and invigorating properties of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey influence for good every important organ of the
tody. MGetDuffy' and keep well." Sold in sealed bottles
only by most druggists, grocers and dealers, " $1.00 a large bottle. Avoid substitutes and " just as good as and insist on the
genuine Duffy's. Medical booklet and doctor's advice sent free,
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co, Rochester, N. Y.
g

MISSION PAIR

Rangoon, India.
New York. Baptists of Washington
are deeply interested in the Judson
centennial in India at Rangoon, in
observance of the centennial anniversary of he inauguration of Baptist
missions there.
Among those from this country who
sailed for India are Dr. Robert Stuart
MacArthur, Rev. Henry M. Sanders,
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Goodchild of New

Baby Laxative Will Quickly
Relieve the UsuaC Cause of the

Trouble
It is often difficult to tell just what
Is the matter with a crying, peevish
baby or child too young to express its
feelings in words, but as a general
rule the mother will find that there
is a tendency to constipation, which
has brought on a headache or nervousness. The little one has no pain,
but feels "out of sorts."
The first' thing to try is a family
remedy containing good but mild laxative properties, and many mothers
will say that their choice would be
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep it in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
may be mentioned Mrs. John Kirch,
Jr., 1527 Abstract Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa. She has been .giving it successfully to little Walter,' whose picture
we present at three months, when he
weighed 14
pounds. He is a healthy,
laughing youngster, today and Mrs.
Kirch gladly gives Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin credit. It saves many an
illness and many a large doctor bill,
for by administering It promptly when
the first symptoms of illness are noticed it prevents a serious ailment.
It is so pleasant-tastinthat no
child will refuse It, and as it does not
gripe, the child is glad to take it
again. A bottle can be obtained of
sny druggist for fifty cents or one
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Baptists of Washington Deeply Interested In Judson Centennial at
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Electric light and power,
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York, Mrs. Q. H. Safford, Mrs. A. B.
Upham of Boston, Mrs. S. A. Scribner,
Mrs. J. 8. Griffiths of Chicago, Rev. W.
A. Hill, Rev. F. W. Sweet and Irwin
Nichols of Minneapolis, Col. and Mrs.
ivv-fat
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dollar, the latter being the size
bought by families already familiar
with its merits. Results are always
guaranteed or money will be refunded.

Syrup Pepsin is for all the family
from infancy, to old age, and because
of its mildness. families should
pre-fe--

it over all other remedies...

It
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CONFERENCE OF GOVERNORS
Denver, April 7. The conference of
western governors, which was organized at Salt Lake City a year ago,
assembled in this city today for its
second meeting.
The attendance In-

1

"Jefferson Reynolds. President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynold. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
'

.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

cludes the governors of their delegated representatives from California-IdahArizona, Colorado, North and
South Dakota, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
Washington
and Wyoming.
The chief purpose of the conference
is to unite the western states In a
definite policy on public questions of
common Interest The most Important of these questions are thoBe
with which the states have to deal
with the federal government, such as
forestry, irrigation, water power and
the conservation of the natural
in general. The conference
also will agree upon a program for
the western irrigation congress which
is to meet here Thursday In response
to the call recently issued by Secretary Lane of the Interior depart
ment.

President
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FIRST NATIONAL BANS
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, S23.C0Q.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
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absolutely safe and reliable. You will
never again give cathartics,
pills,
salts or such harsh physics, for they
are usually unnecessary, and in the
caso of cliiidren, women and elderly
people are a great shock to the system, and hence should be avoided.
Families W'Shing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
ad.lressing Dr W. B. Caldwell, 418
111.
A
Washington St., Monticello,
postal card with your name and address on it wili do.

Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and, effective for coughs.
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
cougha and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes; "Fol
ey's Honey and, Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and Is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. C.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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Santa Fe, April 7. Certificates as
institute instructors were today issued by tin state department of ed'i
cation to W. H. Laury, Fort Sumner;
P. H Kirk, Oro Grande; and Alma
Xorvei! of Las Graces.
A Successful Rally ',
The Curry county educational rally
at Melrose on Friday and Saturday
of last week, was a success despite
the storm, reports State Superintendent Alvan N. White. Besides him
Dr. C. M. Light of Silver City and
Dr. F. H. II. Roberts of East Las Ve
gas, made addresses.
Railroad will Help
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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PINS FOR "I. C. A."
Santa Fe, April 7. H. C. Yonts today agreed to furnish the gold stick
pins for members of the Americanist
congress, which will hold Its final ses
sions in Santa Fe on October 20 and
21. The pin will be fashioned after
the mystic Avanyu design of the cliff
dwellers and the design for it has
been furnished by K. M. Chapman of
the School o" American Archaeology.
Every delegate will he presented with
such a pin with his name engraved
Judson Memorial.
upon it in addition to the legend: "I,
Charles W. Gale of Norwich, Conn. ; C.
A, Santa Fe, 1914."
Miss Leha S. Fenner of Providence
and Miss Louise N. Robinson of Rochester.
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Among the first group of mission
Why suffer from rheumatism when
aries sent out by the newly organized relief may be had at so small a cost?
American board in 1813 were Adoni-ra- Mrs. Elmer
Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
Judson and his wife, Ann Hassel-tin"I
have
been
subject to attacks of
Judson. While en route to India
Luther rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
they and a
Rice, changed their views on baptism, Liniment always relieves me immeand later announced that they were diately, and I take pleasure In recBaptists. Mr. Rice came back to ommending It to others." 25 and 50
America to establish a foreign mis cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
sionary organization and stimulate a
Adv.
foreign missionary interest among
Baptists. Mr. Judson and his wife
proceeded tq Burmab, and were thus CHARGED WITH SELLING DRUGS
the first American Baptist missionColumbus, O., April 7. The State
aries in the foreign field.
medical
board met today to consider
Mr.
Judson estab
The church which
lished as a feeble mission in the city charges made against Dr. Carl R.
of Rangoon has grown into the great Noble, a prominent iphyslclan of San
Immanuel Baptist church, one of the dusky and coroner of Erie county,
largest Christian churches in the ori- who is accused of selling
ent It Is here that Baptists from all drugs in violation of the law. The
parts of the United States will gath
er to celebrate the achievements of charges resulted from an investigation
Judson and other Baptist mission made by W. R. Howe, state drug inspector.
aries.
Dr. J. Ackerman Coles of New York
has given a permanent memorial to
When run down with kidney trouble,
celebrate the Judson centennial. It Is
a replica of the colonial tower of old backache, rheumatism or bladder
Tabernacle church in Salem, Mass., weakness, turn quickly for help to
the church in which Judson and his Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
companions were ordained and conse- them into your system without havcrated their missionary worn. The
results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roIron staircase and everything that ing good
Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
N,
goes into the campanile, except the
more good than $150.00
brick, were assembled In this country. have done me
worth of medicine." They give good
O. Q. Schaief er and Red Cross
SON HAS FATHER ARRESTED results.
Drug Store. Adv.
Youth Calls Policeman When His Pa
rent Tries to Spend Dime
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
for Liquor.
t
Druggists refund money if PAZO
fails to cure Itching,
New York. As an elderly man laid OINTMENT
a dime on the bar for a drink in a Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
saloon at Lenox avenue and 130th First application gives relief. 25e.
street, a younger man ran In from the
street, took the coin, led the other to
the door and passed him to a police
man who stood there.
"You don't mean to say that you
would have your old father arrested?"
the old man protested, his voice

n
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
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fellow-voyage-

Pacific railway today sent a check
for $2,000 to Colonef Ralph E. Twit- chell for the New Mexico exhibit at
San Diego. It will be used in featur
ing the activities of that company In
New Mexico and is one of a number
of contributions, such as that of Hon.
Frank Springer.
Judge John R. McFie and Paul Ai
F. Walter today addressed the Santa
Fe board of county commissioners on
behalf of an adequate exhibit from
this county. Colfax and Luna counties have already voted $2,000 each
so that those countoes will make a
favorable show'Dg.
School Debt In San Miguel
The state department of education
financial
today received additional
statistics from various counties, so
that only four counties, Colfax, Santa
Fe, Valencia and sierra, have failed
thus far to report their school bund
ed indebtedness. Chaves county re
ports $106,400 school bonds outstand
ing; Eddy county has $87,812.13 out
standing of which $7,000 were issued
last year. Grant county ha3 $25,000
issued; Quay $50,000; San Miguel
$61,500; San Juan county $28,690 of
which $2,050 was Issued last year.
Rio Arriba county has no school bond
indebtedness. The prevailing rate of
Interest on the bond issues reported
i3 six per cent
Time Is Extended
Colonel James A. French, state en
gineer, today granted a year's extension for .the completion of the great
Lake Charete project on the Colfax-Morcounty line.
He also granted 'the water rights
application of J. C. Chaves of Hillsf
secboro, Sierra county, for
ond foot out of the Las Animas. The
water will be camea to the tract to
be irrigated by a ditch 3,444 feet long,
Fay Is Released
James T. Fay, at one time a politic
al power In San Juan county and
postmaster at Farmlngton, San Juan
county, was today released from the
penitentiary, having been pardoned
by President Wilson after Bervlng a
portion of a one year sentence for
violating the internal revenue laws In
connection with the lrarmington distillery.
Road Camps Established
State Engineer James A. French
has returned from Las Cruces and
He established a road
Albuquerque.
camp at Fort Selden, Dona Ana coun
ty. This 411not he- - a convict camp
but paid labor will be employed on
road. The men
the Selden-Rinco- n
were busy today running the survey
lines and on preliminary work ' Col
onel French reports a good rain in
the Mesilla Valley, in fact in the en
tire Rio Grande valley frfim El, Paso
almost up to Albuquerque.
,
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

habit-formin- g

trembling.
"That is just what I am doing," the
younger man replied, curtly. "You
have been a nuisance long enough,
and I am tired of It Officer, take, him
V:
v
along."
The young man, who gave his name
as Richard Hawkins, said'hi3 father
;

Women Decline Election Clerkships,
Chicago. When a score of women
applicants for jobs as election clerks
In the next municipal election learned
that they would he compelled to work

at night exploring precincts to check
Judge Owens
Uoters, theynot.notified.
want the positions.'
that they. did
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Is a Big Man.

Charles F. Murphy
Is either the governor of New York
or president of the t'nHed States,
to John D. Solomon, a, Syrian,
who applied for citizenship.
Ithaca,

w

'

had accosted him in the street and
That would have
begged a dime.
been the end of It had not the elder
headed for a saloon. The act provoked the young man's disgust he
explained, especially as the father had
become worthless.
The father was locked up on a
charge of vagrancy.

Thinks Murphy

Gives Comfort to Stout Persona
ATTOKNEY8
A good wholesome cathartic, that
HUNKER & HUNKER
has a stimulating effect on the stomach, liver and bowelsi Is Foley Cathar- George A. Huniter. Chester A. Hisla
Attornsys-at-Latic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing In
New HexXt
action, they keep you regular with no Las Vegas,
efno
after
and
unpleasant
griping
fects. They remove that gassy dis- DR. F. B. HUXMANN
teodd foftliner so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Dental work of any description
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Offlca Fhoaa !
Main 381. Residence Phone Mafa 413. f
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
MONUMENT CO
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Steam Laundry Building
23 Years Practical Experience.
Phone Vegas 128
w. w. Bowrr.3, t
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. E. A. JONES
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and representatives than for paying
their house rent or their grocery
grocery bills.
Elimination of the private graft Is
ESTABLISHED 1879
such a long step in the right direction
that the. people probably would not
have objected to a continued use of
published by
the
franking privilege for the transacCO.
JKZ CFTIC PUBLISHING
tion of public business, and it may
Incorporated)
turn out that the Interests of
public will suffer somewhat from a
.Editor. radical curtailment of this privilege,
U. M. PACSETT. .
which ia more an official convenience
than a personal5 perquisite. If congressmen must pay for dispatches pertaining wholly to publtc, matters it. ia
very reasonable to suppose that they
En tared, at the postoffice at East will send fewer telegrams.
n
tjm VejaB, New Mexicq for
That the spirit of franking reform
through the United States is rife is still further Indicated by the
ipjtS m eecond class matter.
proposition to restrict the mall frank
to $600 a year. Even .with this rethe people would have to pay
striction
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
j
round numbers $300,000 annually
in
Dally, by Carrier
for mailing documents, speeches and
$ .05
er Copy
to say nothing
.15 sundry publications
CPae Week
which Is absolutely wasted. There
of
.65
3ae Month
would be a still further saving of
no Yea?
sums by reducing the quantity
huge
Daily, by Mall
of these documents, which are printOne Year (in advance)
Carloads of
ed at public expense.
3.00
&x Month (in advance)
matter are
useless
printed
utterly
7.00
One Yea? (In arrears)
now franked every year, and other
3.75
tEfx Montis in arrears)
carloads of almost equally useless
"garden seeds" add to the burden
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
which this form of "graft" places upGROWER
on the people.
- ?2.00
There is no sane reason for clogging
One Year
1.00 the waste basketa of the country with
Months
of dollars'
hundreds of thousands
are never
that
of
worth
publications
(Cash In Advance for Mail
read. There is no sane, reason why
Subscriptions.)
of
Remit by check, draft or money the people should pay any portion
of senators
the
expenses
campaign
crdef. If sent otherwise we will not
and representatives
hy permitting
tee responsible for loss.
them to f rank speeches , which are
on
free
application.
Specimen copies
neither delivered by thespcakers nor
read .by the constituents.
fS.LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
The abolition of the telegraph
EXPIRATION OF TIME
graft, the free seed graft, the
franking
'
PAID FOR
dishonest mileage graft and possibly
s
smaller similar raids upon the
of the people would effect
Advertisers are guaranteed the
some very salutary and welcome reJ&rgest daily and weekly circulation
forms. The entering wedge seems to
if any newspaper in northern New
have been driven, and the .. country
Mexico.
will await the outcome of. this very
agreeable and more than timely awak
TELEPHONES
ening of the congressloiu.1 conscience
Main 2
a quality, attribute or possession,
Business Office
News Department
Main 2 whichever it may he, of whose existence serious doubts have been entertained for a good many years.
.
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"SWAT-THK-l'- L

THE CAUSE OF
APPENDICITIS

S"

CAMHA1GX

A vivid imagination has led people
to blame everything for appendicitis
but the true cause, says Professor
Kuttner, well known Breslau specialist, In an article which appears in the
Deutsche Revue. It is a popular fallthe writer declares, to think trai
acy,
fly!
The following extracts are taken the disease Is mainly produced 'by the
'irwin the literature of the Merchants introduction into the appendix of hard
Association of New York, which Is foreign bodies such as cherry stones
frying to Induce everyone to kill the or orange pips.
leftovers:
In the very large number of cases
Flies cost the United States f 350, operated on by Professor Kuttner he
300,0 00 annually.
located a foreign body only twice. One
The present Is the time to kill flies was'a pellet of gunshot and the other
before the weather becomes warm and a fish bone. Fruit stones-- ne 6ays,
athe "holdovers" ibegin to propagate. are too large to enter into the nar
One fly now means- innumerable row canal. Answers to a question sent
..."jillioni later on.
by him to a large number of leading
The extermination of the winter fly specialists with, regard to cne enUy
Ss the duty of the housewife and of of foreign bodies into the ' appendix
every one. Dont' let one escape. Catch have led him to make the" statement
and kill them all before spring, for with entire confidence that this dan
the winter fly is the parent of sum- ger is exceedingly remote.
mer's estrucUye swarms.
Professor Kuttner then gives an
The time to destroy the fly Is before interesting resume Qf the popular be.It has had a chance to lay its eggs. liefs In different countries on what
How la the time.
causes appendicitis, all of whidh no
Capture every one of the filthy lit- tions he qualifies as wholly fantastic.
tle je8ts you can find.
Enamel splinters from cooking uten
single fly is capable of depositing sils and bits of solder from fruit cans,
150 eggs atsoue tinieandof produc- which are so often blamed, have never
ing five or six.
been found in an appendix, he says.
Now Is when "swatting" is most ef- Neither is metal dust from modern
fective.
flour milling machinery responsible.
The progeny of a single pair of
American medical .men have blamed
flies, assuming that tney all live, If the excessive consumption or loea
pressed together at the end of the drinks in Germany the same has
summer, would occupy a space of been said of beer. ' In England some
over fourteen ' million cubio feet.
physicians navef attributed the disease
This would be equivalent to a 'build- to decayed bits of rubber bands from
ing as large as the Woolworth build- lemonade bottles; others have ascribing
ed it to the boric acid used In the
The figures show the Incalculable reservation of canned meats others
SwsBibllitles of a single fly and how
finger
again have pointed n
vital it la to destroy the winter files. at popular patent metficlnos and pills.
Don't think 'because the flies do not
Nut, pineapples;, sausages, cheese,
annoy you now that they should not mushrooms and lobster? have all been
1e swattod; this is just the time to denounced, as agents concludes Pro-fwswat on the principle that a- swat how
likewise overwork.
Kuttner:
aves thousands later.
school hours, life on board ships,
long
'
0
life in the tropics, the period or mili
coun
CONGRESSIONAL GRAFT tary service in conscriptlonisk
exof
walking
the
and
neglect
tries
of these tas anything
The United .States senate did itself ercise; butnonatrue cause of
appenai
to do with- - the
redit when it abolished the telegraph
must solely be sought in
which
eitis.
franking graft, which has existed for
indiivdual conformation of the
wxs many years that it had atained the
appendix and its pe
vermiform
jx semblance of respectability. In pro-Sculiar functions. New. York Sun.,
'ns; members from using a
o
flanking privilege in the trans- ARGUMENT
FATAL
A
r
bus-iof either private or public
Aurora, HI.; April 7. John Haeger,
Ui 5 senate went even further
p
: iii
critics of the system would shortly before noon today, shot and
arThe almse of tie privil-- r wounded his wife, Helen, aged tx,
'red.
i
i.
election
over
the
an
argument"
ter
cons been for the most part
refused
1 to
" prac'Ico of compelling the Haeger alleges Mrs. Kaeger
'the
liiiii
to
polls.
to
accompany
Afrnment to pay for the transaction
There
i bu'lnw? of eolons.
f i
re isoii far the, people
"The Squealer," by A. E. Thomas,
t i j
lilts of senators has been renamed "The Force."

campaigns are now
We tremble to think of
he possibilities of the single fly of
Mhich the old song said: "There he
coes on his toes, tickling baby's nose,"
Uhat death lurked in the toes of that
"Swat-the-fly- "

icing urged.
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USE SWATTERS
Kansas
April ,7.
about" the house fly" are asked
and answered in a pamphlet Just issued by the city department of health.
"Swat the Ply" is the opening admonition, the closing answer and the
trend of advice sandwiched liberally
through the booklet
'
The little jcathechlsm runs in this
wise:
t
"Are there flies In Kansas City all
the year around?"
"Yes. They are active in bakeries,
restaurants and other warm places.
Those left out in the cold snuggle into cracks and crevices and lope out
Into the sunshine when spring comes.
"Do many flies live over winter?"
Only a few mother flies
"Nope.
survive, but they are real industrious
in the matter of sidestepping ,. race
;
4suicide."
.!f'$ow many eggs does a fly lay?"
"About 120,.to 150 at a time,, and
has all the poultry records- gummed
to a sticky mass when it comes to
keeping on the job."
"How long does a fly live?
"About three months. The egg be
comes a fly in less than ten days and
after two weeks of crawling up. window panes, and then crawling up
some more, Miss Fly becomes.. Mrs.
Fly, with a prolific offspring that
makes the Old Lady That Lived in a
Shoe look like a raw amateur.
"How many .flies may breed from
a pair in spring?
"Bring over the roll of wrapping pa
per from the grocer's Maggie, the an
swer Is here In the book. If the first
one lays 150 eggs and each egg hatch'
es and then each daughter becomes
a grandmother in three weeks, and
each grandaughter does her share,
while mamma and grandma nobly
hold the fort in the meantime, there
flies
will be 191,010,000,000,000,000,000
at the end of a single season. In oth
er words, one fly, if he had social as
pirations, and wasn't a nature faker,
could lead to the king's office a great
grandfather to the tenth generation
and get him to put in an application
fur kniehthnod. for instance, and the
whole family could sit around and en
joy the distinction then and there,
even a hundred 'generations of them
at once.
Answer: Swat the fly.
"How does a fly eat solid food
continues the booklet.
"The house fly has no teeth,'
Is the answer. The reply probably
settles the dispute as to whether the
fly really gnawed the scientist's nose
or whether it 'was only his feet slipa
noiu
toe
to
get
ping as he tried
nloddiner -- tin the bridge and down
again.
'Can a fly carry disease germs?
germs
Yes. More than 6,6000,000
have been found on tne way or a
single insect."
What's the final answer? Kill 'em;
swat, the fly at every opportunity and
especially in the spring, Remember, a
good knockout jolt behind the ear for
sprightly Miss Fly in early spring
may cut off 191 trillions for that summer.
"
Suppose the swatter is not very
arm
short
successful in delivering
what?
Then
jabs.
'Kill them as fast as they come
forth from their winter quarters; or
clean up all filth in wnlch flies may
breed, or keep traps over garbage
cans and breeding places to catch
tkem as fast as they are developed
"
Into flies. Starve them? kill them;
' "''
swat' ihVfly." ;
"Questions

'
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Shin Troubles

The Guaranteed Remedv
UNITED'' STATES ,W1LL HONOR A
K. D. GOOOALL, E. Las Vegas, N.
S FRENCHMAN
WHO HELPED
lib. WkV
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City,; Mo.,.'

Instant Belief
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ISSUES
BOOK BEGGING PEOPLE.TO
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Washington, April 7. Another bond
of taternational gtjijd will between.the
United States, and France is about to
take form in the project- - for a monu
ment to' Admiral Franeois Joseph Paul
do Grasse, commander of the French
fleet whose aid made possible Washington's final victory over Lord Cirn- wallis, thus' ending the revolutionary
war. Te movement has. been started
by the Sons of the Revolution, and def
inite plans for securing the monument
will be made at the triennial conven.
tion of the organization which begins
here tomorrow.
Admiral de Grasse, it has been
pointed out by Ambassador Jusserand
of France, is the only foreign commander who helped this country in
the revolution, to whom no memorial
has tern erected. In. speaking of him
recently the ambassador declared that
"nobody risked So much or did "so
much unaided, for the. United States as
did e Grasse.1' The' monument most
likely will be erectM here in Lafay-- ,
ette square .facing
Tiite House,
although Yorktowiy Va., the scene of
the final battle, also has been suggested. Statues stand here to Lafayette and Rochambeau of France,
"vonl SteUb'etiLOf
Germany, Koscijjio
and Pulaski, Polish officers.
A committee appointed to take up
the matter is prepared to report to
the convention: General James Morris Morgan of this city, chairman of
the committee, states in his report
that "what is proposed is distinctive
ly a naval monument" "The memor
ial," he adds, "should be a tribute to
the French fleet, and should symbol
ize in some appropriate design the im
portance of adequate sea power in re
lation to shore operations, and include
a central figure of Admiral de Grasse,
the responsible commander of that
fleet who is entitled in history to all
creoit for what the fleet did." He
points out tlhat While one of the minor
figures around the base of the Lafayette monument here represents da
Grasse, the others being Rochambeau,
Count d'Estaing and Brigadier General
du Port-ailthis constitutes no reason
Why there should not be a statue to de
Grasse himself, especially as the Lafayette statue does not show who the
secondary figures are, simply stating
that it is to Lafayette and his compatriots, There is moreover a separate statue to Rochambeau, In Lafay'
ette square.
,
The proposition has been presented
to the Navy league of the United
States, and that organization, it Is unin
derstood,, stands ready to
raising funds for the monument, which
it is estimated will cost $50,000. The
Daughters of the American Revolution
also will be Invited to have a share
In honoring the revolutionary hero.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, assistant secretary of the navy, has expressed himself as enthusiastically in favor of the
project.
Had it not been for the successful
sea
of Admiral de Grasse,
who bottled up the Chesapeake bay In
August, 1781, and prevented the Brit- JshJ sea forces from coming uj) and
joining Lord 'tSirnwallis, it is doubtful, hfstoriana hold, whether Washington and his, French, land troops would
have been able to compel the surrender of the British forces-- In April,
1781, de Grasse had defeated the Brit- -
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tion.

For this service congress thanked
de Grasse. The 'Sons' of the Revolution believe, however, that he deserves
more substantial recognition, and
propose to enshrine the memory of
the services he gave this country in
Its first fight for freedom, in lasting
i
bronae anil granite.
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Santa Fe, April 7. Jesse Nushaum,
of the School of American Archaeology, in charge of the construction of
the replica of the Painted Dasert and
Indian Pueblos which will form the
exhibit of the Santa Fe and Fred Harvey systems at the San Diego exposition, has returned from San Diego,
where he made the preliminary arrangements for the work. He Is enthusiastic in his description of the
New Mexico building at San Diego,
whose splendid outline is now apparent, for the entire exterior has been
boarded for the concrete, even to the
pinnacles of the two "torreons." In
the Interior, the vigas for tihe ceilings
are in position and a good Idea may
already be gained of the majestic proportions of the grand auditorium and
the exhibit hall. There is every indication that the , building will be
ready for exhibits by August 1, five
months ahead of time.
Similarly, the rest of the exposi- -

true bills

Chains

Sautoir
Chains

Friendship
Bracelets

IS --ALL IN"
Norfolk, Va'., April 7. Filling fast,
n!erjelde plates blown out forward
AYLWIN

'deck torn up and funnels wrenched
out of place, the destroyer Aylwinwas
towed to the navy yard, tere today
and docked. She brought the story
of how one of her firemen was killed
and two were seriously injured yesterday in an explosion, off Diamond
Shoals. Naval officers estimated the
Aylwlni could have kept afloat not
more than
longer.

AT TAUPERT'S

ganization or facing other finacial
Standard shares barely
difficulties.
moved, although firnin'es was shown
in the grain carriers, owing to the
expectation of an exceptionally strong
v
showing in the government crop report. Bonds were steady.
Some of the shorts manifested uneasiness after the publication' of the
crop figures,, and their buying- carried
jrices another fraction upward. SL
Paul, Northern Pacific, Southern Pacific, Canadian Pacific and International Harvester were the strongest
issues.
The market failed to hold the speculative interest aroused by the' brilliant crop report and gradually worked back into the apathetic state displayed in the morning.
The market closed ready. Selling
from speculative sources weakened
the general list a trifle in the late
dealings. Activity in Lorillard, which
went up 24 points in jumps of five to
ten points, strengthened the other tobacco shares, which rose two points
or more. The last sales were as

KANSAs CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, April 7. Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market steady. Bulk
$8.508.70;; heavy $8.558.75;
packers and butchers $S,558.70;
lights $8.45 8. 65; pigs $7.508.25.
Market
receipts 6,000.
Cattle,
strong. Prime fed steers $8.509.25;
dressed beef steers $7.508.50; western steers $78 . 55 ; southern steers
cows $4.507.50; heif$78.75; stockers and feeders

$6.257.85;

$fi.507.85; bulls $5.256.75; calves
$6.5010.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steayearlings
dy. Lambs $6.257.85;

$5.757; wethers $5:256.50; ewes
$r6.35.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
'New York, April 7. Trading during

the morning was the slowest of any
day of the year and prices changes
were insignificant. Only 41,200 shares
were dealt in during the forenoon session. Holders of stocks were not affected by the depression of the speculative sentiment, but uncertainty of
the outlook effectually 'prevented extensive buying. The trading element
abandoned efforts to put up prices,
owing to revival of liquidation In
stocks of companies undergoing reor
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Interesting Price Concessions tor Easter
Week on Suits, Coats and Dresses
'

'

New York, April 7. Fourteen new
indictments against Henry Siegel and
Frank B. Vogel, heads of the bankrupt
Siegel enterprises, were hnhded in to
day in connection with the failure of
the Henry Siegel and Company private bank and the bankrupt department stores which had. been controlled
charge
by them. The indictments
violations
and
of the
grand larceny
',''
state banking laws,
Ahe grand larceny charges deal
with $625,000 alleged to have been obtained by m'ea'n's of false statements1.
Those four violations .of the 'Btate
banking law charge that the men accepted deposits for the bank after insolvency. Three other indictments
charging r the same crimes have already been returned against the men.

tWaldermar

Dry Goods, Suits, Shoes Hats, Coats
Dresses, Men's and Boys' Furnishings
April 4 to 4pH1 2
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HE SAYS NEW MEXICO'S DISPLAY
AT SAN DIEGO FAIR IS TO
BE EXCELLENT,

MORE INDICTMENTS

r

cept Suijdays from January 1 to December 31, 1915. The beauty of the
buildings and other structures Js overwhelming and the exhibits jwffl illustrate man's progress on the; Western
continent from' the earliest times to
the present. New Mtesico's great contribution to this history and deelap-men- t
will 'be graphically portrayed.
Cactus In the Lead
The cactus was In the lead this afternoon in the count for the favorite
state flower. It led the wild rose,
which was second, by 120 votes. The
sweet pea was third and the primV:
rose fourth,
Garage Men Fined
The state current School fund was
today enriched by the receipt of two
$25 fines from Silver City where two
luckless garage owners- were fined for
not having taken out. licenses for every one of .their automobiles but had
followed the practice 6f making one
license do for a whole raft of auto
mobiles.
These fines also explain
why Secretary of State Antonio Lu- cero was overwhelmed by telegraphjc
applications from Silver City for t&
tomoblle licenses.

'

LIKES THE

STATE'S BUILDING

.

fcft.i-

M.

ten admirals Mood and Drake, off Port
Royal, Martinique; then he came up
and blockaded the York and James
rivers and landed 3,000 troops who
with American forces1.
The arrival of de Grasse brought
the revolutionary war to its decisive
stage. Washington, who had been
operating against General "Clinton at
New York, withdrew his entire army
southward to Virlglnia, where Lord
Cornwallis.the Brltlsn commander, was
entrenched at Yorktown.
Gradually
the combined French and American
forces cut off the British lines from
succor or retreat, until in October,
1781, Lord Cornwallis surrendered his
army of 8,000 men.
The Sons of the Revolution who
meet here tomorrow plan to visit
Yorktown and go over the field of the
final struggle Which established the
United States as an indipendent na-

'

.

turn is nearing completion and it w ill
be the first great exposition' that ever
was ready- in time, it opens several
months before the San Francisco fair
and will b cpen the. entire year ex-

TO
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Every tiny Infant makes life's perspective wider and brishtpr; And whatever there Is to enhance Its arrival and
to ease and comfort the expectant mother
should be given attention.
Among the
real helpful things is an external abdominal application known as "Mother's
Friend." There la scarcely a community
but what has Its enthusiastic admirer of
this splendid embrocation. It Is so well
thought of by women who know that most
drug stores throughout the United States
carry "Mother's Friend" as one of their
staple and reliable remedies. It
to the abdominal muscles to relieve Uie
traia on ligaments and tendons.
Those who have used It refer to the
ease and comfort experienced during the
period of expectancy: they particularly
refer to the absence of naasea. often so
prevalent as a result of the natural
expansion. In a little book are described
more fully the many reasons why
"Mother's Friend" has been a friend
iniiwd to women with timely hlntn, .sugIt
gestions and helps for renrly reference.
Bhonld be la all homes. "Mother's Friend'
may be had of almoHt any dnu;srisr, but If
you fail to find It write im direet and ulso
write for book to Ifradfleld liegulator Co,
403 kamac Bids., AUaaUi G.
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S15.00 CoWs or Suits
17.50 Coasts or Suits
20.00 ' Coasts or Suits
2500 Cosxts or Suits
27.00 CoaJs or Suits
30.00 Coasts or Suits
35.00 Coasts or Suits
40.00 Coatts or Suits
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AH Shoes

Pumps or
Oxfords
on Sa.Is .'...'.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS

FEAST OF THE

Burdlck of New York is In
Las Vegas as a commercial visitor.
I. K. Lewis, Jr., has returned t from
a. visit to Kansas City and other cities
iS"!
east of here.
Las
in
W. F. Bell of Denverjarrived
JEWISH , P.EOPLE WILL CONDUCT
Vegas last night for a several days'
C. A.

PASSOVER

IMPORTANT

- stay..

F. M. Miller of Greeley, Colo., Is in
Laa Vegas and will remain here for
a short time on business.
Maximo Carrillo, a well known business man of Wagon Mound, was a
business visitor here today.
G. W. Can tw ell of Alamosa, Colo.,
was a business visitor here today. He
is a business man of Alamosa.
p. C. do Baca of Clayton, N.. M., came
in last night and will be a business
visitor here for a short time.
Mr., and Mre A. WJ "Chambers of
Chicago arrived in. Las Vegaa today
fo,r a several days'1 business visit.
James Clay left this morning for
liia ranch near Park Springs, where
he will be on business for several
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howe of Janes-vlllWis.; arrived in Las Vegaa last
funight and will reside here la the
ture.
C. W. Lyons of Lyonis and Axtell,
a contracting , firm of Albuquerque,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas

e,

iodaflr.

U

.'

''

Charles E. Doll, a well known comeven
came
in
yesterday
jnercial man,
snort busiing from Santa Fe for a
ness visit.
P. C. Shlllhart of New Orleans, La.,
arrived, in Laa..,Yegas,,laBt night and
for the next
Jew days.
Mrs. C. D. Boucher left last night
for Jacksonville, Fla.. where she will
join her husband, who is in business
in that city.
J. R, Sexton of La Junta, was a
business visitor here today. He is a
Fe
mooter Ttipp.iianln'for the Santa
will-beo- ift

yitp.ere

company.
Walter Lane of El Paso came in

Railway

last nisht for a short business visit.
ile is a well known business man of

ih o Rorder City.
in
A J. Napp of Trinidad came
this
in
remain
will
and
last night
city. He Is to be employed at the
jtfolette barber Bhdp.
John Brunton returned to Shoe
maker this afternoon after having
been a business visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few days.
Charles Pearson, connected with a
plumbing firm of Colorado Springs,
came in, last night for a few days
stav in this city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Dale and son
of Colorado Spriugs, Colo., came in
yesterday afternoon and will visit
friends In this city for the next several days.
Mayor R. J. Taupert, accompanied
by H. B. Hubbard, returned yesterday
afternoon from Albuquerque in an automobile.
They went, to Albuquerque
Sunday by train and made the return
trip in a new Overland car.
Albert L. Kelly of Leavenworth,
Kan., brother of H. W. Kelly of this
city, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon , and will visit his brother
and' Mrs. Kelly for a short time. Mr.
Kelts; is a prominent banker of
Leay-enwort-

.

Aj J. Parker, general superintendent
of the easffern lines of the Santa Fe
Railway company, passed through Las
Vegita last night on train No. 2 on
from San Diego, Cal., where
his
tie h is been attending the over, short
and damage meeting of the Santa Fe,
"to his headquarters in Topeka.
Miss Gertrude Kohn will leave tomorrow night for an extended trip in
the east. Miss Kohn will visit her
sister, Mrs., Arthur Shaw of Boston,
and her brothers, B. Kohn and H.
Kohn of New York. In Boston Miss
Kohn will meet Miss Helen Nahm of
this city, who has been in the east
for the past few months.

'
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Foley Kidney PMIs Successful for
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
,
Positive In action for backache,
weak, bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles, P. J. Boyd, Oglei
Texas, writes: "After taking two bottles Of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are' completely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store.
Adv.
SECRETARY
Raleigh, N.

BRYAN TO SPEAK
C, April 7. Arrange-

ments have been, completed for a
democratic mass meeting to be held
here tomorrow night in advocacy-ostate primaries. Secretary of State
William J. Bryan will be the principal speaker.
f

Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
Druggists refund money If PAZO
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
First application gives relief. 25c.
Subscribe for The Optlo.

CEREMONIES

.
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This, the oldest feast of the Jewish
calendar, carries tis back well nigh
The
thirty-thre- e
hundred years.
awakening of spring has its' normal
appeal and its practical symbolism, to
every primitive people. The agricultural aspect of this holiday is "seen
In the phrase '.'That it s to he kept
In the season of the Month of Ripenings," when the barley sown In winter has become ripe and when an offering consisting of an omer (one-hal- f
gallon) of barley was brought In
gratitude to the Giver of all good.
The historical significance of the
festival has overshadowed its agricultural aspect. As the Feast of Freedom it commemorates" the emancipation; pf Jsrael from" Egyptian bondage
and the people's entrance Into the dig-nand destiny of national life. It
thus ;marks the; birth of the Hebrew
people. The mkln" characteristic of its
celebration has always been domestic;
in the homes the families and the invited friends gather on the first evening (in bthodox homes also on the
second evening) to recount in song
and story and amid appropriate symbolism the deliverance pf Israel. The
main symbols of this Seder Service
are the Roasted Lamb one reminding
them of the lamb that was slaughtered
as" a sacrifice of the Covenant; second,
the Matzah of Unleavened Bread to
be eaten during the whole week, recalling not only the hasty preparation
with which the Israelites hurried out
of Egypt but also their absolute reliance upon God and readiness to
trust in His leadership of them; and
the Bitter Herbs, suggesting vividly
the bitter life of their forefathers in
Egypt which, even today, have not
Inst their noienant application. Two
other symbols of the table decorations
should be noted; namely, the four
cups, of wine allowed to each one are
symbolical oJE the fourfold phrase in
which God. .couched ihe first "Declaration of Independence," and the cup
of wine meant ior, the prophet Elijah
who, always present in spirit, brought
ever anew.: (the-- message of undying
hope of the , Messianic reign of universal justice, freedom and peace.
The Feast of the Passover has not
lost its thrilling significance to the
modern Jew. To those still pining in
slavery In "Russia, and Roumania, it
sings "the song of ultimate redemption,
undqr the blesswhile to those
ed flag of freedom it teanes the undying lesson: of gratitude together with
an appreciation of the higher civic
duties and responsibilities of civic
and religious liberty. The Feast Of Passover, begins Frione
day evening, April 10, and lasts
it

.
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A DOLLAR

WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it In a minute, but I did not.
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may epend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may ave it and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who
may do the
.work better than myself." A dollar is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
icara of the future, so should he guard hta dollars tp secure the full service of the past
'
'

!

R AILVAY

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts;
'

INDIAN
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beauty.
(a)' "Devotion" .'.Gallrein
"That was a good one, wasn't It?"
(b) "Elfen Tanze"...
he asked, turning to the bearer of
Palascoko

RU1ERS

A CURE FOR

once hit a

Violin Solo
Violin Solo

r;.; PEOPLES

PESTS

clubs.

Miss F. Norman-Sha"Mrs. Oakley's Telephone".
... ',
Jennings
Misses Turner, Cooper, True and

COIERT
MISS JEAN COOPER, WHO WAS
HERE LAST YEARt IS BOOKED TO RETURN

$ per

cent on Savings Accounts.

BANK'm. TRUST CO.

close: watch, but was not called on to
electing three councilmen.

.
quell any disturbance,
James Anderson,' a union labor candidate. Is opposed by 'George W. Norman; citizens' candidate, for mayor.
The balloting was spirited, particularly
in view of the fact that strikers-- at
the Aguilar tent colony were permitted to vote, although the colony
is located outside the municipal limits.
This was under a decision by District
Judge A. W. McHendrie last week, in
which he refused to grant an injunction asked by supporters of the citizens' ticket to restrain residents ot
the tent colony from voting.
Today's election Is the first in
which a labor candidate has been put
forward in the southern Colorado coal
district. The election was preceded
by a heated and bitter campaign.
:

This gives
them nine in the council against seven
of other parties. The mayor also ia
a socialist
Local issues were voted on In other
cities. At Lewiston, the" women voted to remove hacks from the main

street,
Voting on Commission
Kansas City, Mo., April 7. Commission government was an issue In today's election, which opened with
brisk voting. Municipal elections were
held today in Joplin, St. Joseph and
Sedalia, Mo., as well as in many of
the smaller cities of Kansas.

"Good one?" retorted the ruffian, in
OLD GARDENER DECLARES THEY
tones of the bitterest contempt. "Why,
WILL RID A LAWN OF DAN;-- ,
I could play better than that with me
DELIONS
left fut!"
This
verdict
so
upset
unexpected
Grimm
Tll wager $50 that if you will take
the poor old man that he walked
The personnel of the company in
back home, and has never a bunch of Indlian runner ducks and
straight
cludes the following:
touched a club since.
keep them in your lawn, they will eat:
Ada; Turner
First Soprano
every dandelion and keep the pestiferJerj Cooper . ... , ....Second Soprano RANK HIGH IN SCHOLARSHIP ous flower off ' forever. They will not
.First Alto
Georgia True . . .
harm the lawn, either," boasted an
PLAYS AND PLAYER3
Augusta Grimm, Second Alto, Reader That Athletes Are Poor Students la enthusiastic
gardener yesterday afand Manager.
Denied by Farmer Professor
In New York
No
arInterest
an
ternoon
collided
with
he
when
'
In an Eastern College.
F. ,Norman:Shaw
.Violinist
!
4
New York, April 7. The question
gument to the effect that dandelions
Francis Wilson is to come under
callof
whether
a
shall
be
convention
cannot
a
once
removed
lawn
be
from
"That athletics are practiced In n.ost
ANCIENT CITY OF THE INC AS
ed in 1915 for the revision of the state the management of GjajJieii Fryman
colleges do. not detract the attention o they have taken a hold.
;
constitution
attracted but few1 voters next season.
students from scholastic 'duties is
Investigation of this matter shows
Blanche Bates is "Co tnake a transRulna Discovered on the Summit of abundantly testified to by college pro- that there is a
to the polls today. The lack of In
of
the
possibility
the Peruvian Andes May Reveal
fassfcrs," remarked Dr. James Hine- - ducks
terest in the referendum vote was continental tour in Barrle's "Half an
removing the dandelions but it
Much of History.:
man, a former professor in one of the
to the fact that republicans, dem- Hour."
due
can
can
seen
but
be
that they
Dr.
eastern colleges.
Brlnker, the easily
Herbert Kelsey and Effie Shannon
ocrats
and progressives declared in
Visions of departed glory are con- president of Lehigh university, de temporarily rid a lawn of the pesty
have revived "Her Lord, and Master"
a
their
In
of
favor
platforms
calling
for
run
roots
of a dandelion
the
jured by the news that the ruins of an clared that the Lehigh football squad weed,
'
in San Francisco.
,
v
convention.
Inca city, hitherto unknown to
had averaged higher In scholastic deep into he ground.
QKi&KHMl
owjuiic:i will uegim
have been discovered on the standing than the students who did
Many residents of the city are both
next October in the new Galsworthy
summit of the Peruvian Andes. There not participate In college athletics. LeBig Vote In Walsenburg
themselves about the dandelion
ering
7. A. hea- play, "The Mob."
is, perhaps, no more fascinating chapColo.,
high is not the only college In which
Walsenburg,
April
ter In the history of the western hemi- this fact has been marked. Cornell for question. Business men talk it, house vy vote was polled today In the munio
The Lagalle opera house in
sphere than that which deals with the several years and I have no doubt wives gossip the question over back cipal election here. Peter Krier, headhas
become
home
of
high
remarkable civilization of this South that It continues to show it had foot yard fences and it is really a widely- ing an independent ticket, backed by class photoplays.
American race.
ball and baseball, teams the members talked problem.
Miss Gertrude Coghlan, daughter of
the labor element, was opposed for
Prof. Hiram Bingham of Yale de- of which led their classes.
For the past two years people have
F.
of the tax- the late Charles Coghlan. has reE.
mayor
Cowing
by
clares the ruins to be the largest, with
as
are
athletics
controlled
"Properly
the one exception of Cuzco, that have necessary to successful mental train- thought that the use of gasoline .on payers' ticket. The voting was quiet. turned to the stage after an absence
of five years.
yet been discovered. They derive ing as are professors. I presume there the dandelions would temporarily kill Botb' sides predict victory.
additional. Interest from the fact that have been instances where members the weed, but this form of destruction
Eva Tanguay has closed her tour on
they have remained unoccupied since of college teams have failed in theit has proved unsuccessful. Many other
account of 111 health and proposes to
Women Oppose Saloons
they were deserted by their original in- examinations, and charges follow, as a such methods have teen tried, but all
Aurora, 111., April 7, Women, tak sail soon for a long vacation in Euhabitants, and may thus be counted matter of course, that these meft are have failod.
aavantage or tneir first oppor- rope.
ing
upon to tell a story unmarred by the not genuine students. But the facts are
According to an old gardener, the tunity to vote on the saloon question,
William A. Brady has accepted a
alterations of human design.
so pronounced that the best men on
feasible plan-trid lawns of 3tormed the
only,
new
Before
noon.
valCuzco
play by Sydney Rosenfeld enthink
polls
today.
the
ArcheologiBts
the leading athletic teams in out dandelions is
through the use of rich with; 5,500 votes cast, 3,000 of them titled "The Cfearm o Isabel," which
ley of Peru was settled by the Incas greatest colleges are men of big menwill encourage the were those of women.
Borne 300 years before Pizarro landed tality "that the suggestion that col fertilizer that
will be produced next fall'.' '
,
'
on the coast. It was in 1627 he first leges have to hire athletes falls In Ite growth of the grass so that the dan
Marcus Loew and Hi
associates
delions are crowded out, ,This has
cast envious eyes upon the wealth and beginning."
r'
have taken over the Sullivan and
Big Vote in Qulncy
He
been worked out and is really the on
glory of this new world empire.
111., April 7.
Consldine
first
Quincy,
circuit of vaudeville thea-ters- ,
Quincy's
returned to Spain with his story, and
Woman's Work.
ly method that can be followed with local option election Is polling a recextending from Chicago to the
made a contract to conquer the
According to the last volume of the any degree of success. Several peo
ord vote. It is estimated that 14,000 Pacific coast.
empire. He paid the price of his life British census returns in the United
to gratify his ambition, but the Inca Kingdom women have succeeded in ple have tried another method, which votes will be polled, almost half of
The Henry B. Harris estate will
is along the same line, and consists which wrill be
those of women. The produce "Ob, What a Day," a new-farcempire fell and the glories of a great establishing themselves in a namber
n
people passed when Spain took pos- of industries where their presence is of sowing clover seed, which tends to
campaign has been "hard
comedy by Abraham Schomer,
thicken the growth on the lawn.
session!
unexpected.
in Washington with the next week or
fought.
s
The city of Maclru Pichu escaped
Several women are
two.
Spain's discovery, hidden in its moun- and whitewashes, and four are bricSocialists
win In Montana
tain fastness, and we await with inter- klayersall of them widows. There is
Helena, Mont., April 7. In the Helest the revelations its undisturbed only one woman coachman.
Three ELECTIONS
UNDER WAY ena city election yesterday the repubNew York, April J.Dr. Joseph E.
treasures
afford.
ot
may
Assuredly women appear under the heading
licans elected a mayor, city treasurer Bryant died this afternoon In St. Vinarcheology will be enriched, and there "clergymen, priests and ministers,"
Is reason to hope that art may sain and four are coalheavers.
aldermen.
cent's hospital of diabetes. He had
ALU OVER CGUNTSV andIn two
by exploration of the ruins.
Missoula the socialists elected been In the institution since MarcJi
Then there are 347 women "carmen" and wagoners, and 231 women
two commissioners and the! city was 11. Dr. Bryant was formerly presi
LIVE ON FISH THEY CATCH blacksmiths and "strikers."
IN ILLINOIS WOMEN VOTE FOR placed under socialists rulei The so--; dent of the American Medical associaOne woman occupies herself with
ciaiists were successful in Suite, tion. He waa 65 veuio olu.
FIRST TIME; WILL DECIDE
patent fuel, and there are
making,
Remarkable Breed of "Banker Ponies" three women
OF
FATE
SALOONS
shipwrights, and five
Natives of the Coast of
women "tramway car makers."
North Carolina.
Chicago, April 7. On the votes tor
Finally, England and Wales can
66 women carpenters and day of newly enfranchised women deboast
of
On the coast of North Carolina there
14 women masons. Of the
pended the fate of more than 3,000
are several miles of low, sandy shore Joiners,13and widows. ' '
are
saloons in Illinois, outside of Chicago.
where nothing grows except a coarse latter
In 324 townships in 67 counties they
grass, a few salt water weeds and wild
,""
Vtfhat Interested Her,
parsley. On these banks lives a strange
Little" Myrtle, the daughter of Colo- went to the polls and officially exbreed of half-wilhorses known as nel
Why pay $3.00 or $9.00 tlwe a good
and Mrs. Cargetts of the Salvation pressed their attitude toward the
"banker ponies." These creatures are
down-stat- e
inthousand
traffic
was
liquor
Fifty
Army,
Intensely
quality, serviceable skirt when
generally about twice the size of Shet- terested in aapparently
sermon by Col. ' Samuel
women were eligible to vote.
land ponies. Every year the herd
a friend of
Every available policeman and many
owners drive the "bankers" into pens, Brengle, for many years
the late Gen; William Booth, at Salvasheriffs were at the polls in
deputy
brand the foals with the proper mark, tion-Army
headquarters, in West Springfield to
r A.
a
i
and, catch some pf file folder animals Fourteenth street.
prevent trouble,
Her parents highly
to the dealers ?'
For
tiine
the
in
the
of
fir.st
history
reverent attitude.
of
North Carolinians say that the beasts approvedwere this
"Yon
greatly impressed by Col Chicago women today went to,, the
'
must be starved into eating grain, hay
were you not, polls and enjoyed equal rights with
or grass, for they have always lived onel' Brengle's speech,
i:
the!
after
men
her
said
in an aldermanlc election.
proud parent
on the rank salt marsh grass of the my dear?"
is showing: such wonderful vualues?
.:,
More tfianl 7.500 women and 455,283
.r
marshes and on fish. They catch the the meeting.
'
;Yes, papa," she answered enthus- men. had registered.
fish for, themselves at low tide; with
See the
"1 was wondering all the
styles, storm serge
Most of the interest in today's elec- A.
their hoofs they dig deep holes In the iastically.
.
how far his chin
was
he
time
.talking
r
and
when
was in Jhe success of the nine
sand below
mark,
skirts, in Navy and Black, ws
p
whiskers." Cdlonel Bjen-gle- tion
the tide falls they greedily devour the sank Into his with a
'ome.n'?S't(Ijal?o8 lcipnciraad the
:
.
in
; . . .
blessed
is
have
for
'
particularly'
fish that are stranded in these holes.
nressiva hirsute 'adornment. - New general result of the1 women s vote.
Often they fight brisky over an espe
"
One of the propositions voted on
York Tribune.
'
morsel.
j i ft-' ."'V.
cially tempting
"'
Regular $5.00 value French ( c)
2150 (
of a
the building
today
provides
for,
In Captivity these strange horses are
'
'
.
'.
i
'
Modern
s,
Fire
Briaadel
Storm Serge Skirts at
and
London's
comprehensive subway System, at a
intelligent, , but seldom are even In
The London fire brigade is rapidly cost of $130,000,000. The
ex
make
Once
tamed,
they
polls
opened
temper,
cellent draft animals, for they have becoming a completely
6 o'clock and closed at 4 o'clock.
1
Regular $6.50 values in Fine, Serges, Poplins, Crepes, Q
Lon- at
fire
Today
organization.
fighting
to
a strength that Is disproportionate
97 motor appliances and
-'
Mixed
in
Black
etc.
for
don
and
,
Tan,
Blue,
possesses
Grey
their size. Foals that are bred from
'Wilson vs. Socialism
floats.
is now pro;
"bankers" in captivity make valuable two motor fire In the It near
7.
N.
President
future
Paterson,
J., April
posed to spend
animals strong and intelligent.
For, $&CO we show you elegant values that are usually
1500,000 in providing 63 motor escape Wilson's policies and socialism were
elsewhere at from $7.50 to $9.00.
43 electric escape vans, 94 pe- the main issues in a special electiim
vans,
To Cure a Cold in One Day
or petrol electric motor pumps, 27 held today in the Seventh New Jersey
trol
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE motor turntable ladders, 11 motor lorTablets. Druggists refund money if ries, 5 motor ladders, 15 jnotor congressional district to choose a sucIt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig cars, and a motor canteen van, cr 249 cessor to the late Robert G. Bremner.
In three years The president attracted national atnature Is on each box. 25c Adv,
new motor appliances.
in the Lon- tention to the local contest by indorsunknown
horses will be
These are daintly erabroideried, fine lace, I'rer .'.i r . b r 1
',
,
To have a fine healthy complexion don fire brigade.
ing James J. 0Byrne, the democratic
bon trimmed and are well worth from S'J.O 1.3 1i2.t J.
candidate.
the liver must be active, the bow
Best
It's
Anyway.
els regular and the blood pure. All
"I'm an optimist," said
Quiet In Coal Camp
this is brought about by using HER
Sulzer at a banquet in New York. "1
Trinidad,
Colo., April 7 Voting proOINE. "Tt thoroughly scours the liv was an
optimist before my impeachv
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body ment. Then I lost my optimism tem- ceeded quietly during the forenoon at
f f IT
Aguilar,;vtlia 'only coal camp in Las
in fine condition and restores that porarily.
add Animas county where a municipal
"An "optimist," the
ri.ee;:
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladies. Price 60c.
dreamily, "is a chap who doesn't election was held today. The militia
mow what's coming to him."
uader Major. P. J. Hamrock kept a
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Miss

Jean

Cooper, who will appear

at the Duncan opera house tomorrpw
evening with the New York Ladies'

Quartette and Concert ', company,, is
well known to the audiences that have
attended the Santa FS concerts dnr
ing the last twovyears. Miss Cooper
is second soprano and also is the
whistler for the troupe.. It was- in this
role that Miss Cooper delighted Las
Vegans last year. She appeared with
the New York Ladies' Trio then and
thoroughly demonstrated her talent In
whistling.
The ticket reservation for this concert was opened yesterday at .the Y.
M. C. A. and up to this afternoon a
large number of tickets had been issued. The, railway folk will have the
preference - in the issuance of the
tickets until 10 o'clock this evening.
Tomorrow morning the seats will be
The
open for the general public.
opera house undoubtedly will be fill
ed tomorrow night, as everybody is
anxious to hear this talented group of
artists.
;

1!

w

r.

::

The program which will be render MADE HIM GIVE UP THE GAME
i
ed at this concert is as follows:
Caddle'e
Unfeeling Remark Too Much
...Company
Opening Song
for Tender Feelings of Dear
Whistling Solo "In Venice". Reubens
Old Gentleman.
Miss Jean Cooper
Dramatic Reading "Inja"
A dear old gentleman, who had only
.Chandler taken up the dear game very late In
, ,
'Miss Augusta Grimm
life, spent some months endeavoring,
Soprano Solo "Carmena". . ." ..Wilson under the tuition of; a professional
and the care of a special caddie, to
Miss Ada Turner
A. Bazzlni hit the ball. When he succeeded in
Violin Solo "Prayer",
doing bo at all it was sever more tha
Miss P. Norman-Sbaa few yards, and every bunker on th
Contralto Solo "Hindoo Song"....
course was his dally doom. , Still his
i
,..'
Bemberg caddie, having an eye to the main
Miss Georgia True
chance, always encouraged him to
Quartette "Don't You Mind the bor think that he would oon be more a
Cowles player, and'"'the old man, with the
rows"
hope that springs eternal even more
Misses Turner, Cooper, True and
In the hearts of golfers than in other
Grimm
him.- - One day
Selected people, firmly believed
Humorous Reading
it happened that his special, caddy was
Miss Grimm
,
absent, and a ruffianly looking person
Whistling, Solo "Ameroueuse Waltz" appeared on the first tee with the old
..
Hatch gentleman's clubs. He took his normal 14 shots to the first hole, to the
Miss Cooper
, ,
Vocal Duet "Hark to the Mandoline" uuconcealed but unnoticed disgust of
. ,..
Parker the caddie; but on the second tee the
miracle happened, and the old boy for
Misses Turner and True
:!

In accordance with their annual
custom, the Hebrew people this, week
will celebrate the feast, of the pass-oveOn Friday evening services will
be held in Temple Monteflore at 6:15
o'clock.
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau,
the spiritual directpr, will be in
charge.-
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Silver Spoon
-i- you use
EMPRESS

'I

f

FLOUR

ill

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second am!
evening eacb
month at W. O. VT. hall. Visiting
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod- brothers cordially invited. Howard T
ern home, also single room. Can- Davis, Dictator; P. A. Lim Secretary
not Tent
to consumptives.
1034 J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Eighth street.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry roomi
FOR RENT Rooms for light houseuf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
FOR RENT Two room house and
four room house, furnished. Phone Greenclay, Secretary.
Main 351.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
"Women won't find campaigning as
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
as
easy
they expect"
FOR RENT Rooms and houses, fine
Love
at Woodmen of the World hall
so.
female
candidates
The
"That's
scenery, sparkling water, good fish on
the second and fourth Mondays ol
won't be able to Jolly the women
ing and hunting; ideal for health
voters by going around and kissing
8
m. C. H. Stewart
and pleasure seekers. S. L. Barker, each month at p.
their babies."
G.
Clerk; Z. W
Laemmle,
Sonsul;
Beulah, New Mexico.
Local Deputy. Vlsitim
Montague,

fourth

3

Depart

p. m
a. m
p. m.....
p. m.....

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

This elegant Rogers'

fS-zm-

for light housekeeping; modern except heat; no sick. T. J. Carvill,
810 Lincoln.

1....

r.
For YOU!

P, O. ELKS Mtets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Got. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Bank President No; the cashier' 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00.
gone out of town,
Money must accompany order. Will
Caller Gone for a rest, I suppose
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURBank President (absently) Don'
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
know whether he's gone for a rest or
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
it.
to escape
run sAjuiii i.zuu pouna horse, per first and third Mondays of each
fectly sound and true; works any month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
WISE TO THE GAME
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40 Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
uk xvrjiN l two rurnlshed rooms East Las Vegas, N. M.

Thursday

It

V giving

you

a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

i

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb
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GREENLAND PARENT

H6e

No.
No.
No.
No.

B.

For Sslo

o
o
o
o
o wmmw
o
o
o

ightly

Arrive

4. Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend
J. Friedenstlne. N. G.; A.
Rnrom
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoct
Cemetery Trustee.

t

A few boarders in
private family. Address B, care of

O
O
.

st

w'd !

fjilar

WANNTED

C)
C)

o
o

munication first and
in
third Thursday
each month, visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten. Secretary.

Wanted

o

'

H
BROTHERHOOD
Monday nlfat 0
O. R. C. hall, on.Douglae avenma
8 o'clock,
visiting members ars
J. C. Werts, Prs
dia!ly welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhfer, Secretary; C. &
Bally, Treasurer.

102Meets every

!

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
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D

FRATERNAL

a

W'

o
o

ADVER

TISEMENTS

2, A. F. A
Regular, com-

NO.

A. M.

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tae
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. S,
day evenings each month at Woo
Five cents per line each Insertion,
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlak
TEMPLAR
Reg- KNIGHTS
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
conclave
atcnnmnhHr-Tl- ia
bookkeeper, I No ad to occupy less spacs than two
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
Ma
In
at
each
Aay
nrath
nea
All advertisements
think, is going to get married!
charged
H.
m.
Dr.
7:30
at
sonic
knowt
p.
Temple
do
How
you
Invoice lerk
will be booked at spacs actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Stenographer He walks toten-ce-work. without regard to number of words,
corder.
mokes a dIdb and eaU
Cash In advlncs preferred.
lunches.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
MAYBE ARREST AFTER ALL
East Bound
vocation first Monday in
Arrive
Depart
each month at Masonic
13
7:20 p. m
7:43 p. &
femple at 7:30 p. m. p, No. 2
11:58 p.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4.. ..11:64 p. m
2:25 a. m
2:30 a.
No. 8
Blood, Secretary.
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m..... 2:00 y. m
'
i
West Bound
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

o
i

CLASSIFIED

LODGE

A

GOLUM

)
)

C)
C)

CHAPMAN

,"""""17:

FOR

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MHO i

RATES

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LIB

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE

,t if.

nAnu
oruun

v

0
NUINEWM.
1 1

ROGERS &
SONS' & A A
STANDARD

j SILVER
I PLATE
I BEAUTIFUL

I FRENCH- REY(SttH

Two nice rooms for light memoera are especially
Invited.
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nation- cordially
5501.
Olive
al, Phone
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday in Cv R. C. hall

FOR RENT

7

LING) FINISH

.

Lost

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
LOST Gold brooch
with woman's d.
K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
head. Return to 1029 Seventh street
and received reward.

EMPRESS
can be ok- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Instead of forming other companies
to give opera in the vernacular In
and Boston
Philadelphia, Chicago
next eeason, the original Century
Opera company will visit those cities
after its engagement In New York.

The late B. F. Keith spent his boyhood
and youth on a New Hampshire
call
to
"My sweetheart Is coming
farm. His first connection with the
tonight"
"Well, I want you to go to bed by the amusement world was in the capacity
first of March; that is late enough to of a stake driver for a small traveling
sit up with any fellow."
circus touring New England.

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Delvery
1,000 Iba., to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 IbsJ, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lb., to 208 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

.28e psr 1tt

...25o

psr 18i Ik
per 1ft '
!
40o per
"
per

-- S5o

...-.-S- o

1t
1t

AGUA PURA COMPANY
FarlW SS3
Harvesters, Btorera, and Distrlbutort e Katmral lee, the
lusvn.
Lasting Qualities 0 Whieh Have Made Lm Vejas
OFFICE 781 DOUGLAi AVENUE

'

THERE ARE OTHERS

William Hurlbut, author of "The
Strange Woman," scored his first success as a playwright with "The Writing on the Wall," which was In the
repertoire of Olga Nethersole for several seasons. His best known work
is "The Fighting Hope," in which
Blanche Bates starred.

i

x

W (Ml
Mrs. Wise

Children

are very mature.

In

these dayf

Mrs. Green Yes, indeed; why,
little boy often linds fault with
coffee just like his fathw.

Following E. H. Sothern's declara i
tion that he will permanently retire
from the stage at the end of next
season comes an announcement that
he will revive "Lord Dundreary," as
developed from Tom Taylor's play,
"Our American CousIn.V This was
one of the Elder Sothern's most notable successes.
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Market Finders
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Victor Herbert has been engaged
to write the music for an operetta, to
be produced next season in which
Hazel Dawn, who appeared in "The
Pink Lady," will bet staired.
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PEEBLES'

UliS,

BABY

.

feeble-minded.-

By WALTER NIXON WILLIAMS.
It wan bitter, cold. Up through the
old center rock chimney the wind
whistled and howled, and seemed to
pin around all by itself in a mad
dande, and. the sparks from the log
leaped Up to. joinJanice Peebles watched, them dream-lly- ,
dozily, it one may use that word.
It was wonderfully cosy ' in the old
sitting room. Her favorite low rocker was drawn up beBide the open tire,
and her sister's on the other side.
There were two small low
lands each covered with a crocheted
mat, and on each mat an open work

I

it

three-legge-

d

basket

On the pink and white rug lay Beauty, the Maltese cat The warm cur-taiwere drawn over the outer
hades. MiBS Dinora was already
sleep, and the little stout wooden
clock on the mantel gave the time as
quarter of nine, very late hours Xoi
Durham Centre.
For 27 years the two Peebles girls,
as they were still called, bad
lived on peacefully la the home-tead- ,
on their modest allowance,
and the hum of the great world
never even reached them.
They
took the weekly farm
journal
that their father had, and the monthly
magazine their mother had liked best.
And they had never had a quarrel or
a "falling out," in all that time. They
held .firmly to all family traditions,
and each had the greatest respect
tor the other because she was Peebles.
Yet tonight Janice, the younger one,
felt vaguely lonesome.
It was the
night before Thanksgiving, and she
did wish they had some real home
folks of their own to visit back and
forth, and eat turkey.
Dinora always said they would not
need a turkey, eo they always had 8
roast pullet Janice watched her sleeping for a few minutes, and then went
to the window, and peered cautiously
out There was no snow, only a great
bare windswept waste of lapd undei
the cold moonlight. Several lights
glowed over In the Adams house. She
was glad thfiy had that rented at last
It was the nearest house and it was
comforting to even see a light near at
"
night.
And all at once she clasped the cur.
tain tightly, listening with all her ears.
It must be the cat! But no
purred on the rug before her and
there were no others. The sound cams
again, r.nd louder. It was a thin wail
on the night wind, and something in
its cry brought, all the womanhood ol
Janice up to what she would have
called the fighting mark. She caught
a shawl from a book by the door, and
went hurriedly out to the porch sntry
where the cry had come from. The
door wasjocked and bolted, but she
opened it, and even before it gave
way she knew that little hands were
...
beating it feebly.
"Well, you poor little bit of a
thing," exclaimed Janice, bending to
lift her visitor. "Why, you're Just a
snow bird, I declare."
,"'-She brought hr in beside the Cre,
and undid the long knit, woolen com- -'
forter that was wound about her head,
crossed on her breast, and tied be-hind her back. Abqut three she was,
a very mite of a lassie, with tangled
blue
blonde curls, and frightened
eyes, full of tears, and a quivering red
nt

'

'

1

face.
"Lost,"

she kept saying, digging
her knuckles Into her eyes. "Bertie's
losted."
"No, you're

not precious," comforted Janice, gathering her close to
her heart. "Are you hungry, dearie?' '
It appeared she was most half
starved." Janice went but into the cold
buttery, and skimmed off some cream
In a bpwL then poured on It some boiling water from the singing tea kettle,
and found some biscuit to break up in

It

And all

at once

she heard Dinora

sitting
give a
bolt upright and staring at the
picture.
"Land of rest," where did you get her,
Janice?" she asked.
"On the doorstep, sister;
please
don't be nervous a bit She just came
to us, and it's a blessing, too. Where
do you live, Bertie
Bertie was very busy with her supper, but she waved the spoon in a
general fashion, and said she lived
'way off on the train.
"Do you suppose for a minute that
she's a a foundlingT Dinora said
"I've heard of such
thoughtfully.
things. They leave them around on
doorsteps. We ought to arotify the selectmen."
' In 15 minutes Janice's whole scheme
of life had been readjusted, since she
had felt those clinging baby arms
around her neck. She spoke with firmness and dignity, and it was the first
tjme she had ever disagreed with her
sister.
(
"I think 1 shall keep ber, Dinora,
cry of astonishment

r

'

..

'

guest, warmed her bare pink toes be- ADVICE FROM THE VETERAN
fore the fire and wrapped! her In.'. 'a.
blauket, crooning her .off to sleep.'
Actor's Opinion of Ability of , His
"You act perfectly daffy. Janice PeeWould-B- e
Colleague Was Not in
bles," Dinora said Once, indignantly.
the Least Degree Flattering.
"1 do believe you're getting
The veteran actor, C. W, Couldock,
"No, I'm not," smiled back little who is probably best remembered by
Miss Janice, happily. "I guess maybe the theatergoers for his Impersonation
I've made a mistake all these years, of Dunstan Kirk in "Hazel Kirke"
and should have been married and had many yeai-- ago, was putting a comchildren. I know now why I felt so pany together for a contemplated
lonesome.
I'm going to adopt her, tour. The actors were to be recruitand she shall stay here, too, for it's ed from a stock company in Cleveland,
my home as much as yours, and fa- Ohio.
ther left It so."
Mr. Couldock, addressing one of the
'.'Then I shall remove my belongings actors, Ogden by name, asked that
to the south side of the house, and you gentleman to see him (Couldock) in
and this child may live on this side." his dressing room after the perform"Dinora'g head was shaking a bit ner- ance.
vously, but she was in dead earnest.
Ogden was on the job as soon as
"I'm amazed at you, Janice, and your he heard the curtain bump the floor.
selfishness."
"Ogden," said Couldock, "what busi"Selfishness ?" laughed Janice. "If ness are you supposed to be playyou hadn't kept at me I'd been married ing?"
f'Second comedy, sir."
years ago to Jim Springer "
Bertie sat up suddenly, her face
"What might your salary be?"
"Twelve dollars a week, sir."
bright with interest.
"How much do you pay for board?"
"Papa?" she asked, lisping prettily.
"Me Bertie Springer."
"Five dollars a week, sir."
"For the land of rest!" murmured
"Well," said Couldock, very slowly,
Janice staring at her. There were "If I was a young man and my name
voices outside, and stamping of feet was Ogden, and I was playing Becond
on the little porch. .Janice set the comedy, and I was getting $12 a
child down before the fire, and went week and paid $5 for board, I'd try to
to the door, her face pale.
put by a little each week, say, 50
"We're so sorry to rouse you," cents (even If I had to give up some
said a young cheery voice. "I'm Jim of my beer) till I got $2.50."
"And then V said the jubilant OgSpringer, and my wife and I just
!'
..'.'' '; :
moved in next door. Our baby girl is den.
store
"I'd go to a good second-hanlost"
"No, she's not Jimmie," quavered and buy a good hatchet and chop my
head off."
Janice brokenly, for wai not this d
P. S Ogden wasn't engaged. Chistrong lad the image of that other
Jim Springer who had courted her for cago Journal.
She pointed to the
years back.
hearthrug. "There she is, safe and ACT ON FIRST IMPRESSIONS
sound, and I was Just going to steal
her from you."
"He Who Hesitates
"You can have ber any time now, Old Adage That
Is Lost," Is a Whole Bundle
Miss Janice," he laughed
bappily,
of Truth.
gathering Bertie up in his arms.
We're much obliged."'
In a letter to a friend at a great
The door was shut and bolted again,
moral
crisis in his life Darwin exand Janice stood alone, feeling old
an observation which is conpressed
and bewildered at the way the sunThe
firmed by general experience.
shine had gone out of her life. She
action which bad suggested itself to
looked at her sister's still indignant
him when he first faced the crisis he
profile, and went over to ber chair.
On
had condemned as dishonorable.
"Sister," she began, but Dinora pat- further consideration, when he. was
ted ber hand understanding.
tempted to proceed, he told his
"Never
she said sorely
mind, child,"
of the struggle he was having,
friend
gently. "You always were sentimenbut added, "First impressions are gental, and I'm glad she's Jim's grandand he proposed to stand
I suppose you might have erally right,"
daughter.
by his first impression that the course
been her grandmother. I'm sorry, JanIn view would be dishonorable.
ice."
When a moral question involving
Janice went over to the window and difficulties is
put up to a person his
looked out anxiously. The lights at
first impression is on the merits ot
the other house were going out one the
question, without reference to the
by one. She sighed a little, and drew
difficulties of the course. Later the
the curtain.
difficulties begin to loom up, and cau
"Let's ask them all over for dinner tion is
apt to get the better of the
teleBhe
said. "I'll
tomorrow, sister,"
dqubter.
phone down to the market for a turReflection on a matter of disagree
nkey now."
able duty often paralyzes action.. The
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure
adage, "He who hesitates is lost,''' em;
paper Syndicate.)
bodies a store of wisdom.
"

d

WOMEN STRONGER

THAN

MEN

Much More Tenacious of Life and
Less Likely to Succumb to
Disease.
More boys than girls are born every
year, but every census return Bhows
that there are more women than men.
The apparentcontradiction is explained by the theory that women are
much more tenacious of life than men,

that they have tougher organisms, and
are less likely to succumb to disease.
Men are prodigal of vital force,
whereas women conserve it preserve
it, and as a result women will often
recover from ailments that are fatal
to men. A woman of forty has 78
chances to one against dying within
the year, vhile h chances of a mail
are only 49 to one.
These figures are based upon English actuarial tables, but they are sustained by calculations In other countries. An English sociologist, after
extensive investigation, estimated that
if 1,000 men and 1,000 women, each of
average weight and build, and practically equa training, were armed and
equipped for battle, and started on a
long forced 'march,, probably 90 per
cent, of the men would reach their
destination.
Of the remaining ten per cent, six
would die from exhaustion and tour
recover. On the other band, only 75
per cent of the women would complete the march, but none would die.

This Notice Notifies.
striking warning against the
floods that rise with inconceivable
rapidity and volume in the Rocky
mountain streams is seen in a gorge
miles west of Denver, Col.
twenty-fivHere Bear Creek, a mere rivulet
hardly ankle deep, threads its way for
several miles through a narrow canyon
in places barely wide enough to permit a roadway beside the stream.
At one of these narrow points a
needle of granite thrusts itself up between creek and roadway to a height
of more than forty feet. Poised upon.
Its top, like Ihe bar on the letter T,
is a huge log, tweuty feet long. ''!
It was left there, some years ago,
"Keep her? You're out of your mind, by a sudden flood that drowned more
child," Dinora Ba.id placidly. "We than a score of people camping in the
couldn't have a child cluttering up the sanyon,
Where would she sleep, and
On a brass tablet, fastened to the
place.
who'd tend her?"
pillar, the county authorities have In"I would." Apologetically, but dog- scribed this pregnant sentence!
"If you knew what put this log up
gedly she said it "I'd love to have
her and bring her up properly, too. here you wouldn't camp in this can- She's such a little dear, Dinora."
"She's a sightly child, I'll adiait"
Frankness of Childhood.
Dinora put her glasses on to take a
tetter look. "But her staying here "Mr. Simpklns, anything that's
Is out of the question. You don't mean pickled is dead, isn't it?"
to adopt her, I hope, Janice?"
"Yes, Bobby."
Janice bowed her head. When the
"Then I don't understand what fababy girl finished her supper, a strange ther was talking about."
silence had fallen between the two gli"How Is that, Bobby?".
sters. It was their first disagreement.
"He said you had been pickled for
Janice undressed the little unwelcome twenty years."
'

A

,
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Got Her Souvenir.
There is a certain famous violinist,
who frequently visits this country, and
who, among his acquaintances, is almost as noted for his parsimony as foi
his genius. Among this musician'!
admirers was a young woman who
was determined, if possible, to pro
cure some souvenir of the great man
Her opportunity came one. rainy day
when she chanced to encounter the
He was promusician on Broadway.
vided with an old cotton umbrella,
green with age; while the young woman carried a nice new silk one; She
stopped him for a moment, exclaiming: "Oh, if you would only give me
some slight remembrance of yourself
no matter how small!" The great
man surveyed her keenly, and then
gave a gl.aT at the old cotton umbrella that covered him. This he
thrust into her hands, saying: "Cer
tainly, my dear young lady. I shal'.
be delighted. We will exchange umbrellas."

NOTED

TUESDAY,

APRIL

SEVEN

1914.

7,

CASE COMES TO TRIAL

Columbiana, Ala., April 7. A special term of the. Shelby county circuit
court convened today for the trial of
James (1, Oakley on a charge of embezzling about $3,500 of state funds.
This is one of the cases in which
leading politicians of Alabama have
ibecome Involved and which is attracting the keenest attenion throughout
(he state.
Oakley was president of the state
convict department at the ,t.ime that
Theo Lacy left Montgomery carrying
with him about $90,000 of state funds.
When Oakley was tried in Montgomery county recently on another indictment, he admitted that he had
used the Blato funds, but; that he did
bo in the belief that he was using his
own money.
He declared '. that in
1911 he paid over to Lacy, who was
then chief clerk of the state convict
department $27,500 and that .he
thought that he was using his money
when he converted state checks. Lacy
recently was tried and convicted on
the charge of embezzlement. After his
conviction he declared that he had
given $27,500 to Governor O'Neal. The
latter replied that Lacy's statement
was wholly without foundation and
intimated that it had been instigated
by B. B. Comer to further his aspirations for the governorship.

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

,

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

$50,000.M

t

D. T. Honking, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
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Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and la taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood ausi
mucous surfaces of the system. Is
buying Hall's Catarrh, Cure he eurs-yoget the genuine. It Is taken in
ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonial
'
'
free.
.
'Sold by Druggists. Price 75c

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of Bmell and completely derange
the whole system when entering It
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
Is ten fold to the good you can posTake Hall's Family pilla for
sibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh. Cure, manufactured toy F. J. stipation. Adv.
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AT ATTRACTIVE PR1MT1KG
ON

60QB QUALITY STATIONERY
Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression with good envelop esptinted at the
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO.

SIZE

6

GOOD QUALITY

$3.50

NO. 30 SIZE
$4.00

6.

XXX RAG
SIZE

4sx9&

IN.

(2.50 for 600

$4.00 per 1000

LOPES, NO.

3x6&

ENVE- -

3xSVa

IN.

for

500

$50

per

1000

R

a

3

(1

H

per

NO. 12 SIZE
$4.50

per

$2.50 for 500

1000

4xll

IN.

$2.75

for

1000

500

,

--

president
Treasurer

Interest PaJd On Deposits

tance are docketed for hearing and
decision at the term of the Illinois supreme court which began today. Decisions aro expected In the case involving the validity of the woman's
suffrage act and in the Sellers case,
involving the state civil service act
One of the important cases scheduled
for argument is the appeal of Henry
Spencer, who is under sentence of
DECISIONS AWAITED
death at Wheaton for the murder of
a tango
Springfield, I1L, April 7. Several Mrs. Mildred Allison-Rexroacases of more than ordinary impor-- teacher.

When awarding them prizes for theii
proficiency in various games she urged
the recipients to "make your IltU
curtsies and feel each time you do so
that you are saying 'thank you" for
the prises." It was a little lessor
so kindly put that it met with an immediate response. And in these days,
when we hear so much about "manners" it must often be felt that it 1b
the disappearance of those "little curtsies," which were once unfailing
among country children, that has gradually brought about a change in rural
as well as town "manners."
Neglect in teaching, not the loss of
the Bpirit which can understand the
need of these graceful little acts, is
responsible for much we hear of the
decline of children's manners of to.
day. -

talk.

TSsTTT

Office with the San Miguel NationaFEank

Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Just be sure that you buiy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine f.r coughs, colds,
oroup, whooping coitfhs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stufty wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv. '

Little "Curtsies" of Children. .
A fashionable hostess recently gave
most delightful party for children

Criticised Gladstone.
Even Mr. Gladstone did not, escape
the reputation of being a demagogue,
in the wicked sense. On one occasion he confessed (at Oxford) that in
his old age he had been driven to be
an agitator, in order to counterwork
the designs of Disraeli, and he made
confession "with pain and reluctance."
Lord Shaftesbury took a very severe
"It is a
view of this demagogue.
new thing and a very serious thing to
see a prime minister on the stump.
Surely there Is some little due tc
dignity of position. But to see. him
ruuning from Greenwich to Black-heath- ,
to- Woolwich,
to New Cross,
to every place where a barrel can be
set up, is. more like Punch than the
premier." Nowadays we are rathei
proud of the energy of our great
speechmakers, ' ' on whatever side thej
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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LOCAL NEWS

Don't Forget

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

re aim ILoai

Flours
tha.t

lamps at

6:55

'.

moJce

Better. Butter

or "
Liquid Bold Butter

.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST,
BUTTER on the MARKET

Watteaus,

TODAY

Stand-lkh.-r-Ad-

...

e.t

QLAtXpS
t.i.i--

.

;

Xji

-

Direct from the Indian Reservations Large As
sortment fine colorings unique; patterns-a- ll

-

-

rm

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

,

.

The ladles of the First Christian
church wiU bold an
quilting at
the tabernacle Thursday. All ladies
belonging to the congregation are
requested to be present at 9 o'clock,
bringing dinner and thimble'

JOHN H. YORSi

all-da- y

Grocer

&

Baiter

Reports fro'nV'CljnarrlSh aretliat a ;
Oid Taylor whisXey and Sherwood
heavy rain is 'falling .fa that Shity,
' '
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
the first of the sea'soAfb pearly
V3? begun
spring rains seem to
About 10:30 o'clock last' tiight tain
sooner this year than usual, as rehegan
falling and 'this morning devei
'"are
in
rains
of
ports
coming
heavy
& "dhotfatoW
The' etbrn)
Into
oped
from different parts of the state.
lasted fotf abeaFtwo' hours and "then
The last game of the seven tele- continued at fetervals. The snowfall
graphic contests between St George, amouhted 'to iabout one inch, and conralh fell with the snow.
Kan,,:flnd the local Y. M. C. A; bowt siderable
-s.
r.:!.
be
played.ptlriff-eveninteams
will
ing
at the Y. M. C. A. .Bach tearj There has been a slight increase of
has won three games andr?the gam business on the local division of the
tonight will be for the championship'. Santa Fe during the past week, but
it is not kflown how long this will
The employes of the Shops
continue.
Ve
Las
in
were
received
Reports
gas this morning from the Wesner are still working short hours, while
ranch to the effect that during the those employed handling the rolling
past few days a warm steady rain slock likewise' are limited as to work.
ha's fallen. This is encouraging to
Special Santa Fe Officer F. H. Hill
the residents
district, as it is
a forerunner of a successful summer passed through Las Vegas this afterand means plenty of gracing for cat- noon on train No. 10 on his way to
Raton from Cerrillos.
He was actle.
companied by Jose Torres, whom Mr.
on the
The following civil service exami- Hill arrested! at Oerrilios
nations will be held in this city on charge of stealing a grio off train No.
the dates mentioned: May 6 Exam- 1 at Hebron last Friday. Torres, it
iner of surveys (male) salary $1,205 is believed, stole the grip and hid it
He will
to $1,500; nautical expert (male) sal- luntil he arrived at Cerrillos.
ary $1,000 to $1,800; unior library as- be tried at Raton.
sistant (male) salary $600 to $900.
Jacob Davidhizar, a welf known resMay
Laboratory aid in physics
(male or female) salary $600; aid, ident of the mesa, returned to Las
qualified in chemistry (male) Balary Vegas last night from Indiana, ao
$720 to $840. For all Information con- companied by s bride, ,Mr. and Mrs.
cerning these examinations see E. S. Davidhizar were married in Elkhart
Showalter at the postofflce.
county on March 14. The wedding
ceremony was a surprise to their
The city wagon this morning placed friends, in that Mr. and! Mrs. Davidearth on the approaches of several hizar slipped away and later returned
cross walks, and the automobile own- man and wife. Mrs. Davidhizar was
ers will doubtless thank the officers formerly Miss Nancy Springer. Mr.
for the work. The smoothness of and Mrs. Daivdhizar will reside on the
cross walks, of course, gives, the auto
bug a chance to speed, but Chief of
Police Coles will watch for such acNext Monday at the Valmora sanition. One of the best forms of stop tarium will occur one of the biggest
ping speeding on country roads is affairs that have been given at this
to have a sharp raise in the road, place for years, when Dr. W. T. Brown
and possibly the street crossings here is to be host at a big dinner to about
have served a similar purpose.
40 Las Vegas people, including the
local medical society, in honor of Dr.
Major Ludwig William Ilfeld today E. Fletcher Ingalls, president of the
announced that he has made prepar Valmora company and a noted physiations to give a spread for the E.l Ro- cian of Chicago. The dinner will be
mero Hose and Firef company and' the served at 1 o'clock and the remainder
East Las Vegaa fire department: to- of the day will be devoted to interestmorrow evening la the E. Romero ing diversions.
station oa Bridge street. Major Ilfeld
';s;
is grateful to the firemen for saving
NOTICE
''yV
Ms building, which was threatened
A special Tneeting of the stockholdby fire, in the. conflagration which ers of The Las Vegas Improvement
damaged the Bridge bar late last Company will 'be held In the offices of
month, and la taking this means of he Aetna Building association, Las
partially repaying his debt of grati- Vegas, New Mexico.yon. April 13, 1914
tude. .
at two p. m. for tne"purpose 6f considering the erection f two residences
at the corner of North Pacific and Va
Jenc.ia streets, and for the purpose of
electing a diree-o- r In the place of Be
--

New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

Flour For Your Easter
Balking

&e

should by all means be taken
from a sack or barrel of our
famous Pure Quill brand. No
other flour can compare with
it in producing toothsome
rolls or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes and pastry.
Those who know it will have
no other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Bet-te- r
than every before.

Las Vegas! Roller Mills

It lb 0z3 of lie Essf of Everytiiifj Ei!I
Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

THE GHAAF

HAYVARD CO. STORE

0

.

r

nigno Romero, deceased.
'
FRANK J, CUTLER,
,
M.:1 6; lit) 4,:

In behalf of their com
The authorities will be cited

lATIOIUU TO CITE
FilECEDERTS

7

thority to cite

BY FJA1L

tentions.
by mail, eaid the judge, and there
will be no further hearing in court.

OUTRAGE;
Mich., April 7. Victoria
Guemano, druggist, and Sam Cipriano

THIS PROCEDURE DEFERS
ION IN THE FAMOUS KILL,
IFER

CASE

Grand Rapids, Mich., xApril 7. Decision in the suit brought by the Chi-ag- a
Federal league club to enjoin
Catcher William Killlfer, Jr., from
playing with the Philadelphia National
league club or any club except the
Chicago Federals, will not be reached for several days, according to an
unn 'icement made by Judge Clar-onc-e
W. Sessions in the United States
court here today. It had been expected
that the decision migiit be rendered
today.
Judge Sessions explained that he
had his opinion ready to file today,
but held hack at the telegraphic request of counsel for both The Chicago
l' iltT.-u- s ana the Philadelphia Nation-Swclaimed they had more au
s,

SETTLE OIL DISPUTE
a'8nTaton, April 7. To relieve a
Situation in the- oil
territory of California wliich affects, the industry in
that slate nd; elsewhere; Secretary
Lane, affiftr conferring with members
of the house lands committee, is preparing a bill which would enable independent producers to market their
oW Considerable oil is being produced from public laadts, but' it is represented to officials that the Standard
Oil company declines to
Wy it because the producers' titles to the oil
are in dispute, and fear having to
pay the government for oil for which
It also would pay private producers.
The new bill will contain provisions
for the leasing of the lands for oil
production to the iprivate individuals
or concerns on a basis of the payment
of a royalty to the government.
-

A BOMB

were killed and two other Italians
were injured when a bomb exploded
In Cueraano's store here today. The
injured men a,re In a serious condition.
Leo Gunsberg, a messenger boy who
carried the bomb to ''the' store, was
blown into the street by thd explosion.
The store was wrecked. The messenger told the police that two Italians April's Cirihstone
gave him the package, with InstrucSymbolizes purity and is
tions to take it to a certain number on
La Fayette boulevard, ast. Failing
supreme among precious
to find the nuiwlrejT, he stopped' at the
stones in its fascination
store for information. ,;
for mankind. See us be-

The Diamond-

fore you buy
CAN TAKE

NOURISHMENT

Washington,. April 7. Secretary
Bryan, who has been detained? at
home by a heavy cold for: several
days, was much improved today arid
said he would dine out tonight.

'tilt

-

1

field.

The sewer bond issue seems to be
the only matter in the entire election
that is receiving any opposition. In
the Fourth ward it seems that-thissue was fought most vigorously,
and although no official Information
was received, it Is thought that the
issue lost in this ward by 7 to 1. In
all, the other' wards, the Issue carried,
judging from thd rumors ;. passed

'.''

around.

David Belasco has given up the
lease of the Republic theater in New
York that he has occupied for many
years.
The .house has been taken
over by A. II. Woods.

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIKES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

,

ALL REP AIR, WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK
x

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
;:-

'

!.'.

FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS FORD SAIES COMPANY
--

'

;The library, issue has won all the
way, according to the reports, and. it
is believed that there will not.jWj a
ft
single vote cast against It;

HOT WEATHER NECESSITIES

SPIRITED CONTEST
!&

1

With the approach of
the hot season allow us

ON WEST SIDE

"to.

ask
..

DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS
MAKE EFFORT TO GET OUT
HEAVY VOTE

Though there was little interest
manifested in the election on the East
side. Old Town took the selection of
her officials seriously, and it is doubtful if a single man of voting age, if
registered, was not given an opportunity to ride to the polls and cast his
ballot. The democratic ticket, headed
by N, C. de Baca, was supported by a
number of members of his party with
buggies wagons, wiiages and auto
mobiles, while the republicans, whose
ticket Is headed by Eugenio Romero,
were busily at work with all kinds of
vehicles.
The election of Mr. Romero Is practically conceded, as the republicans
always carry the Old Town. However,
in the Third ward there is some likelihood that Modesto Booth may be
selected councilman by a small major
ity. Mr. Booth was nominated several days ago and immediately began
a campaign for election, felipe Lopez,
the republican candidate, was nominated only Saturday night and had
no time to make a campaign. Mr.
Lopez Is popular with West side folk,
but Mr. Booth also has a large ntum- ber of friends. It was predicted if
any scratching was done by republi
cans it might be done in favor of

''

EIEXIGAN WAR HAS COST

19,000 HEN

W. H. SEAMAN TELLS THE NOR
MAL STUDENTS SOME INTER- -'
ESTING FACTS

c;ie
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Refrigerator?
Are you goingjpS buy
And if so are you
interested in getting the best for the least money. OUR LINE
IS NOW COMPJJ3T: EI tou will do well to examine them first.
one?

j. c. JonriSEN
COMPLETE

TIES

&

son

HOME JFURNIHERS

AND TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL

-

Booth.

The candidates opposed, to each
other on the West side were as fol
lows:
Republicans Eugenio Romero for
mayor, Apolonla Sena for clerk, Juan
Kavanaugh for alderman First ward,
William B. Stapp for alderman Second
alderman
ward, Felipe Lopea fo
Third ward, .Damacio Maes for. alder-ma- s
Fourth, .ward.
C. de Baca for maypemocrats-N- '.
or, Jose I. Garcia for clerk, Manuel
Lucero for alderman First ward, ' Eugenio Lucero for aiderman. Second
ward, m; M. Booth for alderman Third
ward, Eugenio i.Flores for alderman
Fourth, 'ward.
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Up to 3 o'clock this afternoon the
total number of votes cast in the city
election was 112 in the four wards.
It was expected that the numbers
would increase some by evening, but
as a whole there has been little in
terest, due, of course, to the fact
that there is but one: ticket in the
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

ONE HUNDRED AND TWELVE BALLOTS WERE IN THE BOXES
AT 3 O'CLOCK
,

BY BUYING
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Beautiful line" or new
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Dolly Vardon,' and new bando effects. Just received and will be placed on sale for Easter. Mrs. A.

JAM

LIGHT VOTE CASr

Question

Picture framing, furniture repairing,
second-hanfurniture bought and sold
at the Variety Shop. 513 Sixth St.
'
'
Adv.

"'3

7, 1914.

The Butter

-Finch's Golden Wedamig Rye, aged
In wood,. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Arthur E. Edmonds, a teacher bQ
the city schools, has removed from
821 Eighth street, where he has been
residing, to 810 Douglas avenue.

Stearns Store Only

APRIL

SETTLE

modern milling knows how to

is the very best
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GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

C

The Las Vegas Automobilo
and I'Zachino Shop
cans have been killed, while Ave Englishmen have lost their jives.;
Mr. Seaman is making arrangements
to give an address at the opera house.
He will tell many interesting facts regarding Mexico.
.

TD

FIBBERS KILLED

'rillLE

LOOTING BANK

COWBOYS' UNERRING AIM IS DISASTROUS TO BRITISH COLUMBIA BANDITS
New Ilazelton, B. C, April 7 Two
haiidits were killed here today in a
battle between a band of robbers and
a large posse of citizens, following the
holdup of the Union Bank of Canada
branch. Six men held up the hank
and four got away with $1,100 cash.
A posse Js pursuing tbem.
The bank, a subitftutial building of
log construction, standing apart from
other buildings, had been opened on-- 1
ya few minutes for business today
when the robbers appeared. Two men
armed with rifles sauntered up the
road, two others came from the
woods at the rear of the bank and
two more came from another direction. The first two stepped Inside the
door of the hank and with rifles raised called out "Hands up". The four
others appeared almost at the same
Instant
One robber stepped forward, reaching over the teller's desk to the drawer aiid took all the currency within

'That the present war in Mexico is
but an uprising rather than' a revolu
tion was the substance of a statement
this morning of W. H. Seaman, for
many years a resident of Chihuahua
and recently connected with the in
dignation meeting in Juarez, at the
Normal University when he addressed
the students of that institution on the
subject of "Mexico."
Mr. Seaman gave a talk lasting 45
minutes and his remarks were Intensely Interesting to the students. He
told of the events leading up to the
present situation and gave facts that
show that the Mexicans are not fearful of Americans but hold wholesome
respect for English citizens. Mr. Seaman said that up to the present time
9,300 Mexicans had been killed as the
result of participation in the war,
while nearly 10,000 had been killed
who had nothing to do with the uprisings and were anxious to leave con- reach.
The bandits y'ere not
flict alone. He said that 270 Ameri- -

more than

hal fa minute in the bank, As they:
backed out the clerks began to reach
for thejlr pistols and the rohhers fired
several shots. Fenton, a ledger keep- The shooting alarmed the town, and
several cowboys; who happened to be
in a hardware store got their pistols
Into play. They were hacked up by
citizens and , within a few momenta
the fusillade was general. Shooting;
from cover, the cowboys did such effective work that two of the robbers
fell dead in their tracks as they raced
along the road toward cover. A posse
is In pursuit of the survivors.
It is believed the band is the one'
that robbed the same bank- - two
months ago and has committed a half
dozen other bank robberies in the
Pacific northwest

,

'
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A Famous

Gana

Vancouver; B.' 6., April 7. Tha
band of robbers whleh came to grief
at New Hazfelton today; W. supposed
to have been, the one which In the
last year has robbers banks at New:
Hazelton, B. C Granite Falls, Wash!,

Abbotsford, B. C, and Elma, Wash.-Aftethe Elma robbery last month the
robbers escaped with $4,380.

Subscribe for The OptI.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE Household goods.
Mrs.
J. V. Burks, 1009 Sixth street.
!

FOR SALE Team of mue3.
H. W." Gehrlng.'- -

Inquire
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